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Preface to the Second Edition

The rapid and accelerated growth of the thermoforming industry has not
slowed despite the economicrecessionof the late 1980s and early 1990s. The
economic downturn and environmental issues caused havoc, and unfortu-

nately both entered into the business picture at the same time which had a
devastating effect on some packaging manufacturers and suppliers. Among
the hardest hit were thermoform product suppliers catering to high-volume
‘de lines for fast-food packaging. Investment for new equipmentfor the
nya aBay years experienced some weaknessas well. Despite theset-
; » the t ermoforming industry has remained one of the fastest growing

ueto its low initial investment requirements, superiorcycle repeatability, and
adaptability to various product configurations.

iss ee setback in productlosses in the fast-food areas were
Aitke Alsaelequally high-volume products. Such abrupt changes
Keting he : may have caused some temporary oversupply and mar-
—a a ners however, soon competitive forces leveled off. Thermotorming processors were not affected equally by the envi-
Tonmental i
Sean concerns or the general recession, which were regional, touchingo as of the country more than others.

Th . :

oFal biehe outlookis bright, there is plenty of opportunity for growthsire Kbtyet tate i myopinion, thermoforming manufacturing methods
a ed 50% oftheir growth potential. What was thought impos-

iii
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iv Preface to the Second Edition

sible to makein the past can easily be made today. Wecan only wonder what
we will be able to produce in the future.

The first edition of this book has been most successful. It is found on
many thermoformers’ desks and is the foundation of my seminar programs.
Theentirefield of thermoforming,including supportive and peripheralareas,
is laid outfor the reader. To date,there is no bookonthis subject comparable
in quality or detail. The few books that have been written on this subject either
concentrate on a specific topic or give overwhelmingly complicated explana-
tions of the technical concepts and includetheoretical formulasthat often do
not produce real-life results.

This second edition has been revised to update information that has
changed since the first edition was published and expanded to incorporate
subject areas that have come aboutsince and those that will be of greatest
interest in the future. For example, I have covered theissue of plastics recy-
cling, which in recent years has come into the spotlight. Recycling concerns
must be addressed asthey will remain with us due to environmentalandleg-
islative influences. Theywill affect all thermoformers as well as the end users
of their products.

The goalof the second edition remainsthe same:to provide the best and
most detailed information, references, and guidance for the thermoformer,
The uniqueness of my bookis thatit is written in a simple, easily comprehen-
sible style and meets the needsof the widest range of people involved in the”
thermoformingindustry, It is especially recommended for owners, managers,
and design engineers,as they are the decision makers,as well as for newcomers
to the industry. It could be used as a reference guide by practicing engineers,
technicians, quality control and customer service personnel, equipment de-
signers andbuilders, thermoplastic suppliers, sales and purchasing agents, and
even thermoforming machine operating personnel.

Theillustrations and tables in this book are prepared to emphasize only
the concepts discussed. To achieve that, the figures of equipment and molds
exclude all nonessential components not directly involved with the specifi
explanation. Including all the necessary supporting, safety, and actuating
mechanismsactually present would have madetheillustrations difficult to
understand. The tables are also prepared with easy reading and referencing if
mind.

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Overthirty-five years of involvement with the thermoforming process
andits products has provided me with valuable knowledge and understanding
of this manufacturing business. Working with many large and small firms
throughout North America, from Puerto Rico to Hawaii and Canada to Me x
ico, I have encountered manydifferent manufacturing conditions, equipmem®
variations, and technical challenges. In the last sixteen years I have been in
volved with education—teaching the thermoformingprocess in various Pp ival
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classes and seminars and at the University of Wisconsin—Madison.This wide
range of experience has given me the opportunity to gain insight into the most
pertinent and practical information on the thermoforming molding process
This book coversit all, from the basic concepts to the latest innovations. The
process methods described constitute fundamental techniques that suggest
numerousvariations and combinationsfor the practical applicationofthe ther-
moformer. The book also contains comprehensive explanations andpossible
causesof problems occurring during thermoforming.

In this book,I left untouched the information that has not changed as
well as the basic rules of the thermoforming process. I chose not to include
brand and trade namesto avoid any commercialization. | mentioned a trade
nameonly whena specific item is known solely by that name. I am confident
that most makers and usersof the materials and equipmentwill recognize their
specific products, materials, equipment, and machinery, by either concept or
function.

One moretime, I would like to take this opportunity to thank my wife
Judy, for her many yearsof understanding and support throughout my career.
Patiently giving up her personaltime, she not only typed the manuscript but
also helped shape the text to provide the clearest possible explanations that
would be understandableto everyone, even those unfamiliar with the subject
area. With God’s gracious help, we have accomplishedthis once again for the
secondedition.

John Florian

balea a
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The thermoforming process has become oneofthe fastest growing plastics
manufacturing methodssince the commercialization of thermoplastic materi-
als dueto its superior adaptability, low initial investment, and excellent repeat-
ing qualities, In just four decades, thermoformed goods have becomepart of
many existing productlines. Thermoforming has completely replaced other
processing techniques for some product lines and has even created new plastic
product lines. Every year rapid developments and clever implementations of
this manufacturing method allow it to compete with more established methods
and to penetrate many new product categories. The possibilities for this indus-
tty are extensive and the business opportunities within it are enormous.

The rapid growth of the thermoforming industry and the keen competi-
tiveness among thermoforming processors has kept many ofthe technical de-
tails and developmentsandthe practical know-howinsecrecy.In recent years,
with the crossover of personnel between companies, the flow of information
hasincreased. Theliterature on thermoforming, however,still lags behind the
industry's Projected boom, which hascreated the need for more education,
Maining, and documentation.

The thermoforming process can be used for material from the thinnest
! I-gauge) to the thickest (heavy-gauge) material to manufacture products
Om the Smallest to the largest possible size and to produce anywhere from

mst a few pieces to an enormous quantity. Covering all the possible process

vii
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viii Preface to the First Edition

principles within a single workis therefore not an easy task. But, of course, the
similarities and overlapping process behaviors within these variations form an
essential body of knowledgethatwill be of interest to all working in this field.

The goalofthis bookis to provide information, references, and guidance
on the thermoforming of thermoplastics in a simple and easily understood
format. The book is intended to meet the needs of a wide range of people
involved in thermoforming: business owners and managers, new and experi-
enced engineers, product designers, quality control engineers and customer
service personnel, equipment designers andbuilders, material and machinery
suppliers, sales and purchasing agents, and the actual operating technicians.

Theillustrations and tables for this book have been prepared to empha-
size the basics. Theillustrations generally excludeall components that are not
directly involved with the specific explanation in order to emphasizethe par-
ticular thermoforming or equipmentfunctions. Underactual working condi-
tions, with all supportive, safety and actuating mechanisms, these principles
would not be so clearly illustrated. The tables are also prepared with easy
reading and referencing in mind.

Through my manyyears of involvement with the thermoformingprocess,
workingclosely with manyhighly knowledgeable andskilled colleagues,I have
gathered the knowledge and understanding ofthis process that have enabled
me to complete this book. I would like to thank the many equipment and
material suppliers who contributed information on their own products, ma-
chinery, and instrumentation. Although specific brand and trade names have -
been avoided throughout this book in order to minimize commercialization,
their product concepts and functions are thoroughly represented and ex-
plained here. 1 wouldlike to thank Gerald Sitser for his help in editing and for
filtering out my native language influences from this writing.

Last but certainly notleast, I thank my devoted wife, Judy, for her tong,
full understanding andtotal support throughoutmy career and forhertireless
hours typing, proofreading, and reviewing this entire project, which took uf
all of our extra time but, with God’s help, we werefinally able to complete. !
also would like to thank the editors of Marcel Dekker, Inc., for their inte
encouragement, and patience in working with me.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

John Flori
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Introduction

1. THE BASIC CONCEPT OF THERMOFORMING

The thermoforming process is only one of many manufacturing methodsthat
converts plastic resin material into numerous products. Yet in our modern
life-style, we are coming to rely more and more on the benefits of thermo-
forming and make extensive use of plastic products produced by this process.

Thermoformingis the amalgamated description of the various thermo-
plastic sheet-forming techniques, such as vacuum forming, pressure forming,
matched mold forming, and their combinations. All of these forming tech-
niques require a premanufactured thermoplastic sheet, which is clamped,heated,
and shapedinto or over a mold. Products made by this process are generally
finished after the trimmingoperation and are ready to be used. However, some
thermoformed products are designed as componentsoflarger items, such as
boats,aircraft, automobiles, or even smalleritems such as productdisplay trays.
These parts may require additional workafter trimming, such as painting, print-
ing, heat sealing, and gluing.

The thermoforming process offers fast and uniform forming and there-
fore lendsitself to automation and long-term production runs. With its rela-
tively fast molding cycles and comparatively inexpensive mold costs, the ther-
moforming process is often chosen as the mostcost-effective manufacturing
method over all the other processes. The scrap created by the normal edge

1
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Thermoforming Methods

I. BASIC FORMING TECHNIQUES

A. Preforming Sheet Behavior

To form a thermoplastic sheetinto a final product shape, the sheet has to be
held by all four sides. The captured thermoplastic sheet is then exposed to
heat, softeningit and makingit stretchable for the shaping. The actual forming
of the thermoplastic sheetis almost always madebysubjecting the heated sheet
to the forming forces. After the forming, residual heat is removed from the
formedpart,setting it into a permanent shape. With these steps, the forming
cycle is considered complete.

The heating cycle begins as the secured thermoplastic sheet is exposed
to the heating apparatus discussed previously. There is no difference in the
reaction to heating between the precut sheet or rolled material forms. The
plastic material will react the same way in both cases, provided that the mate-
rial source and thickness and exposed sheetpanelsizes match.Naturally, sheet
materials from different sources can be comparedonlyif their raw resin type
and sheet manufacturing techniquesare the same.A calenderedsheetwill not
react the same wayas extrudedorcast sheet materials evenif they are made
of the sameresins. On the other hand,resins having the same chemical com-
position but different manufacturing sources and different polymerizations
may not behavein the same way. Theoretically, the same thermoplastic mate-
rials produced in the same mannerinto sheet form should provideidentical

119
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120 Chapter3

behavior in the heating and forming process. Such similarities orslight differ.
encescan only be pinpointed by experts.In all cases, a comparative study mug
be made and analyzed for choosing the mostideal thermoforming condition,
A thermoplastic sheet placed into a thermoforming machinewill provide q
consistent sequence ofclues as to its behavior in the heating process. Most
thermoforming practitioners fail to observe the behavior changes that take
place in a sheetasit is being heated but beforean actualsagis noticed. Between
the time of the cold sheet exposure andthe resulting sag, there are changesin
the sheet that can be observed. Such changesare not necessarily slow and
obvious; often, they occur in just a fraction of a second. The rapid changes
could take place so quickly,in fact, that even with the bestskills ofobservation,
they may pass unnoticed. Thatis the reason that for most thermoformers, the
first clue to the change is sagging of the sheet. The sheet’s response to heatis
mostlikely to follow the sequence shownin Figure 36.

1. The cold thermoplastic sheetis placed into a sheet-holding apparatus
andits exposure to heat begins.

2. As soon as the plastic is exposed to the heat, various temperature
levels are created within the plastic and the first changes can be observed. Due
to a higher temperatureonits surface thanin its inner core and possible tem-
perature variations on the surfaceitself, the partially heated plastic will go
through a wavelike movement. This movementclosely resemblesa ripple spread-
ing across the surface of a body of water. The reactionof the plastic sheet to
the heat may comein such pronouncedlevels that the sheet shows an imme-
diate but temporary sag. The sag rapidly disappears with further heating. This
temporary condition should not be confused with materials displaying an im-
mediate and permanentsag condition, which are discussed in a later section.
It is possible that thermoplastic sheet materials will react only minimally to
heat. In reacting to heat, some thermoplastic sheets never display anything as
definedasa ripple-like expansion movement; they may showonlya slight color
or surface sheen change. Someplastics provide such subtle clues as gaining
moreclarity or getting either shinier or duller. Either way, a changewill take
place that can be observed and recognized.

3. As the sheetis further exposedto theheat, its normal reaction causes
it to tighten up. This tightening gives the sheet the appearance ofwell-stretched-
out material, almost like the skin surface of a drum.In this state, knowledge
of the changing temperature conditionsis vital to successful heating.

4. During the heating cycle a definite sag will appearin the heated sheet.
Atthis point, the plastic will be heated and softened to the point whereits
self-supportiveness is reduced andthe sheetwill yield to gravity. Actually, the
softened plastic can no longer support its own weight and will stretch out of
its original shape, creating a sag. The sag is a well-defined change in plastic
behavior, and being so noticeable, most people recognizeit as the first reaction
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i—-——___________I-

———————FF

Figure 36 Thermoplastic sheet behaviorin heating: (1) clamped cold sheet;(2) rippl-
ing reaction to heat; (3) heat-tightening sheet; (4) sagging sheet; (5) overheatedsheet.

to heat. With manyplastics, this is somewhattrue.If the plastic sheet does not
have any orientation—orevenif it does butits weight, due to its gauge or panel
size, cannothold itself up—a sag will develop. This maybethefirst observable
reaction in the sheet when exposed to heat. Many thermoformers automat-
ically use sag as the indicator for readiness of the thermoforming process,
althoughthisis not a completely reliable method. Some thermoforming equip-
mentbuilders even offer an electric-eye sensing device whichwill trigger an
automatic forming cycle as soon as sag interrupts the light signals.
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122 Chapter 3

A heated sheet that develops sag is not necessarily unusable. However,
in mostinstances, sag should be avoided if possible. Using sag as an indicator
of readiness for thermoforming is only slightly better than using measured
time. The developmentof sag in the heated sheet will obviously be a more
accurate indicator than the use of timers, which are completely unaffected by
ambient and sheet temperature changes. For example, a manufacturing area
could have wide temperaturevariations between the early morning andafter-
noon hours and evengreater temperature changes between the day- and night-
shift hours. If this is the situation,it is easy to see why sag would be a better
indicator than timerunits.

Developing sag in a sheet and using it for prestretching of the sheetis
also acceptable.This is a commonpractice in moldless thermoforming orwhen
deeper, well-tapered cavity shapes are formed.In fact, the use of developing
sag will help to achieve better wall thickness distributions than its nonuse.
Controlling the developmentandsize of the sag is not an easy task, Allowing
sag to developin the heated thermoplastic sheet for thermoforming may not
prove to be advantageousatall. Creating a predeterminedsag size, no more
and noless, is one of the mostdifficult procedures. Since the sag is produced
by the weightofthe plastic sheet, it is an ongoing, continuous process, At the
point where the sagis judged to be of correct size,it is still expanding andwill
rapidly stretch outofcontrol. At the sametime,the plastic may notbe stretch-
ing evenly, resulting in a nonidentical bulge shape, hindering uniformity in the
shot-to-shot process.

More important, and to the dismay of thermoformers, the developing
sag in the plastic sheetalters the distance between the heated sheet and the
heater units. Such a changein a given distance, especially when the sagging
sheet drops closer to its center to the bottom heater element,will prove to be
detrimental. This could cause runaway heating of the plastic, and the over-
heatingwill accelerate greatly as the sheet comescloserand closerto the heater
units. It is easy to see that a fraction of a momenton the timing controls may
mean the difference between forming success and forming failure, In more
cases, a sagging plastic sheetwill be hotter than is necessary for forming and
shaping.

5. Of course, the plastic sheet can be so neglected thatit will reach the
point wherethe sag radically overdevelops and the sheet melts and flows apart,
makingit no longer useful for thermoforming. At this point, not only is the
thermoplastic sheetlost in the overheating, but the molten plastic canfall into
the heater elements and resultin fire. By no means should neglect of the heated
sheet continue this long. Most thermoplastic materials derived from petro-
chemical andfossil-fuel sources, when exposed to extremeheat, will constitute
a potential fire hazard. Precautions should be incorporated in thermoforming
equipment which enablesit to preventignition of the plastic material, or even
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to put out the resultantfire. More important, these precautions should include
good control of the sag and perhaps even its completeelimination.

Thermoplastic sheet materials used in the thermoforming process to
makevarious products are produced from different types of resins and in a
multitude ofgauges and sheetsizes. Their reaction to heatisjust as wide rang-
ing as their sources and forms. Some materials demand the mostprecise con-
trol range in which to perform and not get ruined, while others are especially
“lenient”regarding overheating. Such differences, shown in Figure 37, should
be recognized and, when known,well respected. For example, biaxially ori-
ented polystyrene sheets display one of the most narrow heat ranges between
the formability temperature andtheloss of orientation, which comes aboutat
the slightest overheating points. When high-impact polystyrenes (HIPS) and
acrylonitrile-butadiene styrene (ABS)plastic sheets are heated, substantial
overheating is possible without damage to the plastic. Working continuously
with the various materials, thermoformingpractitioners will soon discover the
specific sensitivity and “criteria windows”of the individualplastic sheets, as
well as their behavior underdifferent heat ranges. Knowing where the data
mayfall on the chart will help to achieve the most advantageous forming con-
ditions. Each time a change is encounteredin thickness,color, resin material,
heaters, or even ambient temperature, the reaction to heat will be altered.

B. Moldless Forming

Thermoforming a bowl or dome shape can be accomplished quite easily. In
fact, such shapes can be obtained easily without the use of a mold. There are
two basic ways to form the plastic moldlessly. The first and less complicated
way consists of producing a sag in the clamped sheet. When a bowllike shape
is approaching the desiredsize, it should immediately be removed from the
heat source, for cooling. This allows the weight of the heated plastic sheet to
form andstretch it. With this method, producing a bow! shape will take the
longest time and the shape produced will never have a uniform curvature.
Since the bowl shapeis the result of a sag that may produce unevenstretching
of the sheet, the curvature of the bowl shape mayresult in inconsistent place-
mentof the center point. Thesevariations in shape are easily found from one
part to the next, giving the producta poornesting quality.

The second way to produce bowl- or dome-shaped configurations with-
out moldsis to build equipmentthat resembles a pressure box. Oneofthe walls
of the box is actually formed by the clamped and heated plastic sheet. When
the plastic sheet starts to show somesoftening, the box should beinternally
pressurized. Thepressurewill force the softened sheet to bulge upward to form
a domeshape.At low levels of pressure, the softened plastic can be kept from
sagging and thusheld straight andflat. As the pressurelevelis increased, bulging
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Chapter 3 Thermoforming Methods 125

will appear; as the pressureis increased further, the size of the bulge will in-
crease accordingly. With the force from the air pressure, the plastic will stretch
and form into a domelike shape. Whenthe desired shapeis reached,further
heating andanyincreasein pressurization must cease. Consequentcoolingwill
take placeor,ifdesired, fan-forced cooling can be introduced to set the newly
acquired shape into a permanent form. Forming domeswith this method of
pressurized air is much more rapid than producing them by sag, and the com-
parative shapes are more uniform.It is well known that this type of forming,
despite improved qualities, will never produce as uniform a shape as would a
mold. However,for the purposeofspecific products,this type of forming tech-
nique is well accepted androutinely used. Most skylight windows and window
fixtures are produced in this manner, for example.
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Thermoforminga heatedplastic sheet with a female mold is one of the simplest
methods of forming. Using a preshaped female cavity as a mold makesthis |
thermoforming possible. As soon as the properly preheatedplastic sheetis |
positioned overthe mold, the formingcycle is ready to begin. The entire form-
ing procedure takes only a moment to complete. Tofully understand and ap-
preciate the intricacy of this brief forming procedure,it is necessary to break
this short time span into even smaller segments. As if using stop-action pho-
tography,the rapidly created forming can be broken downinto six major time
segments for examination. Each time segmentwill have well-defined actions
that individually can affect the overall forming procedure. The time segments
occur consecutively and always in the same order. The forming procedure,
however, can stop short of completion ofall the forming segments, thereby
causing incomplete forming. The forming procedurecaneasily be dividedinto
six segments, as shownin Figure 38.

a. The properly held (clamped) sheet heated to a correct temperature
level. The well-prepared sheetis positioned above the female mold cavity. The
mold and the sheetwill move toward one another. Any vacuum force actuated
prematurely will be useless. In fact, vacuum actuation may be harmful since
due to the heavy loss of high vacuum energy, the forming may not receiveits
maximum force. In addition, the heated sheet may bechilled by the movement
of air sucked through vacuum holes,

b. At the point where the sheet and the upper horizontal surface of the
female mold make contact, the vacuum should be activated. The softened
plastic sheet, having made contact with the mold’s upper surface, provides
outstandingself-sealing action. Naturally, the vacuum introducedto the cavity
will pull this seal even moreairtight, At this point it should be clear that the
sheet and the mold togethercreate an enclosure, with the sheetstretched over
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Figure 38 Female molding.

its opening acting as a flexible membrane. The softened sheet will have no
resistance against the vacuum force, whichwill pull it into the cavity.

c. As the membranelike softened sheetis pulled into the cavity,its thick-
ness will be reduced bythe stretching. There will be extremelylittle stretching
where the sheet and the upper mold surfacesare joined to create the sealing
effect. Most of the stretching and thinning of the material will occur at the
membranelike portions of the sheet. If the sheet should not receive sufficient
heat to provide the necessary softening for the thermoforming,its chancesof

te}

Figure 38 (continued)
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Figure 38 (continued)

stretchingwill be curtailed. The sheet materialwill firm up before full detailed
forming can be accomplished. Depending on the sheet’s preheated tempera-
ture, the incompleteness of forming can be either extensive or slight. In the
most severe cases, the forming is so incomplete that the plastic sheet only
developsa bulge. Onthe one hand, the forming will stop just short of comple-
tion andfull detail obtainment. Recognition and determination of the cause
of this condition are confusing and difficult. Theslight loss ofdetail may indeed
be caused by the underheated sheet, but other culprits—lack ofvacuum forces
and an overly chilled mold, to name two—couldresult in the same symptoms.

d. The location of the vacuum holesis also critical in forming of the
plastic. When the vacuum channeling holes are placed too centrally in the
cavity, the partially formed plastic can lean against the holes and plugthem
up, rendering further forming impossible. Air pockets will be trapped in the
cavity. Properly distributed vacuum holes places in the deepest corners ofthe
mold cavity can eliminate air pockets.

e. Whenthe thermoplastic temperatures are at their proper levels, suf-
ficient forming forces are being applied andfully detailed forming will take
place. Reduction of the sheet thickness from its original gauge is a normal
physical reaction. To create a three-dimensional shape out of a flat plastic
sheet, its surface area mustbe increased andstretched. To estimate the amount
ofgauge reduction in the materialin order tochoose the propergauge material
for the end product, the intended mold surface area must be established and
its ratio to the original sheet dimensionscorrelated. The established increase
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in surface area provides a good averaging estimation of the reduction in gauge
thickness, Ofcourse,this estimation is only good for approximating the mate-
rial thinning. In the actual thermoforming, substantial variations can bereal-
ized based onthe particular thermoformedpart configurations. The reduction
in gauge could be so severe that certain areas of the formed part will display
undesirable thinning.if this is the case, many possible alterations can be im-
plementedin the overall thermoforming procedurebefore such parts are deemed
impossible to make, The programmedheating method previously discussedis
one of the options available to remedy this thermoformingsituation. Other
improvements may become more obviousin later segments.

f. Ifand when the thermoforming is madewithall the proper conditions
and its outcomeis satisfactory, the formed plastic will be in full contact with
the inner mold surface. Atthis point, the mold’s cooling effect takes place. The
mold, being cooler than the forming plastic sheet, will extract heat out of the
plastic through surface contact. The cooling of the formed part notonly sets
its shape into permanent form butresults in a normal shrinkagein size. This
shrinkage will cause the part to pull away from the mold surface,facilitating
easy removal. Natural shrinkage is a welcome phenomenonwith female molds
and happenswithall plastic material. The shrinkage rates may, however,differ
from oneplastic type to another. Theestablishmentofshrinkageratesis usual-
ly worked outin a range from the lowestto the highest point. The range for a
family ofplastic will be representative of all members of that family. Substan-
tial variations in shrinkage can be found from one plastic family to another,
allowing no substitution of materialsif final product dimensionsarecritical.

D. Basic Male Forming

Thermoforming a heated plastic sheet with a male mold follows closely the
“stop-action”sequenceoffemale forming. The samecriteria will hold for each
sequence. However,certain aspects of the outcome mayresult in some vari-
ations. The actualsteps of this sequence are shown in Figure 39,

a. The preheated plastic sheetis placed over the male mold and the two
elements are brought together. The clamping mechanism holding the sheet
will provide the necessary holding—or even draping—action that is needed
when male moldsare usedin the thermoforming. The particular thermoform-
ing is often referred to as “drape forming” because the heated plastic sheet is
actually draped over the mold. Theresults of the forming will be the same
provided that only the clamped sheet moves to drape the plastic over the mold,
rather than the mold moving against the sheet or both moving toward each
other simultaneously.

b. Unlike the case of the female mold, the vacuum system should notbe
actuated at the momentwhenthe heated sheet comesin contact with the mold
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Figure 39 Male molding.

surface, At this stage, the thermoforming sequence is not timed to match the
female mold condition. Vacuum actuation at this point is premature. If the —» VACUUM oFF
vacuum is actuated, there will be no plastic forming. When the mold is much
colder than the forming plastic sheet, the mold will chill the plastic upon con-
tact.If this cooling is extensive, the contacted materialwill be unable to stretch Figure 39 (continued)
for the forming.

c. The clamp mechanism and the male mold surfaces mustclose further
upon each other to create a sealing effect at the lower surface edges of the
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(f)

Figure 39 (continued)

mold. As soon as a seal is created between the plastic sheet and the outer
surface corners, actuation of the vacuum forceswill finish the forming proce-
dure. If the naturalsealing effect is incomplete dueto the loss in vacuum,the
overall forming of the plastic will be affected.

d. Whena good seal is achieved between the softened plastic and the
mold surface, the forming forces of the vacuum will enhance the sealing quali-
ties. At this stage, the process of forming with the male mold will mimic many
characteristics of female mold forming. The softened and drapedplastic sheet
will trap air between it and the mold.This air is evacuated by the vacuum.This
will force the membranelikeplastic directly against the mold surface. Another
similarity of male forming to female forming is that when the plastic sheet does
not receive sufficient heating for softening, the forming maynot be fully pro-
duced. If the vacuum holes are not placed in the deepest parts of the mold
configuration, the sheet will cover and plug them upasthe sheetis stretched,
leaving air pockets and stopping the formingshort offull detail. Underdetailed
forming can be caused by anyof the conditions noted aboveas well as with low
levels of vacuum forces. Such a variety of problem-causing conditions neces-
sitates a careful examination. Their elimination one by one will ensure the
success of thermoforming.

e. Whenall the elements of forming are successfully achieved,the ther-
moplastic should be fully formed over the male mold. The heatof the plastic
sheetwill be absorbed by the mold throughoutits entire surface, resulting in
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a permanent shape being set in the plastic. At this point, the vacuum forces
must be turnedoff.

f. As the cooling of the formed part is accomplished through contact
with the cooler mold, the formed plastic should shrink, just as it does with
female forming. Since the mold is male, the shrinkageof the formed material,
with its normal reductionin size, will tighten it onto the mold. The general
shrinkage of the formedplastic part over the mold may notpresent an over-
whelming problem. However, there are occasions when the formed part and
tooling do not havesufficiently tapered angles.In addition, ribs and ridges may
be present onthe sides of the part, or extreme depth-of-draw ratios may be
insisted upon.In such cases the shrinkage on a male mold easily proves to be
a problem.The formedpart will be difficult to remove from the mold. As shown
in Figure 39, the components do havesufficient draft angles and the drawn
flange area distortion is exaggerated. However, with substantially smaller ta-
pered angles, at mold separation, part removalwill cause the flanges and even
part of the sidewalls to distort. In the most extremecases, the shrinkage and
grabbing by design-related flaws can be so severe that part separation from
the moldis nearly impossible; to attemptit can result in damageorrupture of
the formedpart.

Whenthe designs of a part do contain slightly tapered angles, which
would cause part removal difficulties with its shrinkage,it is always best to
choose the female molding method overthe male. The choice of female molds
versus male molds should be guidedbythe ease of forming andby the material
and wall thickness distribution factors. Female mold forming tendsto stretch
materialin different locations and proportions than an identically shaped male
mold. The thermoforming practitioner has the option to choose whichever
forming method will produce the best result.

E. Basic Matched Mold Forming

Thermoformingofa heated thermoplastic sheet can also be accomplished with
only male and female mold stamping forces. In this type of thermoforming,
the male counterpart of the female moldwill push the heated sheet into the
female cavity. In mostinstances, this stamping force will act similarly to com-
pression molding techniques. The limitations of this type of matched mold
forming are the dependence of the mold configuration and the thermoplastic
material stretching and flowing characteristics. Using the matched mold method
to force material into the contours ofthe gap left between the male and female
moldsis not an easy task. With limited taper designs and substantial depth-of-
drawratios, the heated thermoplastic sheet can only form uptoitslimits of
stretching;after that, it will develop tears and holes. Some materials have greater
tear resistance than others. The twolimiting factors—mold configuration and
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thermoplastic material features—are so intertwined and interacting that their
specific limits must be tested under actual working conditions. Due to the
unknown factors present here, you can only judge the approximate failure
limits of specific combinations. This condition is aggravated even further by
design patterns containing elaborate configuration combinations,such as male
and female elementsexisting within each mold. Mold configurationsthat dis-
play an open, well-tapered design with smooth surfaces and clean lines are
good candidates for matched mold forming.In fact, all thermoplastic foam
materials are formed using the matched mold forming technique. Using a
matched mold, whether on completely or partially matching contours, is the
only way to produce satisfactory details on both sides of the thermoformed
product. Matched molds,as they close together,will squeeze the softened ther-
moplastic foam sheet between their surfaces, forcing it to flow andfill the
predetermined mold gap. For example, examination of an egg carton cross
section will demonstrate such foam forming results. At the hinge line between
the cover and the base, the foam material is squeezed intoa solid plastic to
allow it to hinge. The egg-holding cells, on the other hand, are produced with
a muchlarger mold gap,giving the foam a softer, cushiony effect. The foam
thickness variationis evident throughoutthe entire egg carton design and gives
us a clue thatit is thermoformedusing a partially matched contoured mold.

There are two basic variations to thermoforming with a matched mold:

1. Having the male mold mounted above the female mold and forming
the softened thermoplastic sheet downwardinto the female. In this
case the actual act of forming can be combined with a purposely pro-
duced sag. The sag may provide prestretching, promoting better ma-
terial distribution and resulting in a more uniform wall thickness of
the formedpart. In this particular case, the not-so-desirable sag can
be justified, because it will both improve the forming and benefit the
thermoformer.It should be emphasized that developing sag in a sheet
does createa slightly overheated condition and therefore extra cool-
ing time will be required.

2. Affixing the male mold to the bottom platen for pushing the heated
thermoplastic sheet upward into the female. With this method,the
male mold can prestretch the heated plastic sheet by moving upward,
causinga tentlike stretch in the sheet. Normally in this process, the
male mold’s travelis curtailed, as it should be limited to satisfy only
the prestretching purposes. Excessive stretching may be more dam-
aging than helpful. Overstretched material may develop wrinkles
when the female mold closes onto the male. As the material, over-
stretched through lack of control, develops more surface area than
the mold surface requires,itwill be forced to fold overitself as a bona
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fide wrinkle. To eliminate this unwantedflaw, the thermoformer has
only to limit the prestretching and the wrinkle will disappear.

In both types of thermoforming with a matched mold, the forming suc-
cess is highly dependenton the flow characteristics of the particular thermo-
plastic material. These characteristics, in turn, are highly contingent on the
sheet temperature, which softens the sheet and ultimately allows the forming.
With someof the more sensitive thermoplastic materials, just a few degrees’
decrease in heatlevels could result in major forming difficulties. Individual
testing and understanding ofa specific material's limitations are very impor-
tant to success in thermoforming. The particular temperature sensitivity and
forming criteria are discussed furtherin Section IJ.H.

Matched mold formingis not limited to the use of moldsthatare closely
matchedin size. In modern thermoforming processes, using male portions of
the mold to facilitate forcing the sheet into the female mold is a common
practice. Such “plug-assist” forming, which could qualify as a type of matched-
mold thermoforming,is discussed in the following section.

Il. THERMOFORMING METHODS

The thermoforming process need notrely solely on the three basic mold types
and their simplest forming methods. In many instances, the actual forming of
the plastic sheet needs to be managed with somevariation of the methods
discussed previously. These variations tend not to change the basic thermo-
forming concept; rather, they improve either the forming technique or the
finished product. In somecases, a specific deviation from the basic forming
method makesit possible to thermoform an otherwise unformableplastic sheet,
orat least to provide better controlofits shaping. Some ofthe ultrasensitive
thermoplastic materials cannot even be considered thermoformable without
implementationof specialized thermoforming techniques. The main purpose
of carrying out any thermoforming method is to improve the outcomeof the
forming andto achieve the best possible material distribution and stretching.
This is accomplished whenthe finished thermoformedarticle has been pro-
duced with an evenwall thickness and excessive thinning is not permitted at
any location. Product weakness and failure always take place at the thinnest
areasof a product.

Variations in and combinations of forming methods are attainable in
numerous ways. Somevariations are chosenstrictly for their obvious benefits
and mayserve a specific purpose. On the other hand, some thermoforming
methods are implementedtosatisfy the inventiveness of the processor rather
than for their usefulness. The methods should be examined individually and
broken down into segments to be judged for appropriateness. We discussin
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detail below the most common thermoforming methodsin use today: trapped
sheet,plugassist, form and trim in place, pressure bubbleplug assist, pressure
bubble snapback, snapback vacuum, trapped air assist, solid-phase pressure,
and twin-sheet forming. There are other, less popular variations or combina-
tions that can be used successfully. As the industry pursues better results, ad-
ditional variations will be developed,andthereis no limit to the inventiveness
that we should seein the future.

Variations in thermoforming methods usually begin with oneofthe basic
methods and then proceed to combine methods borrowed from otherstyles,
Othervariationsinclude the altering of forming force levels, changing platen
speeds and sequencing, incorporating clamping mechanisms, and resetting
vacuum andair-pressure switching and timing.   

 
 

eBlastofair return stroke
airpress.

 A. Trapped Sheet Forming

The trapped sheet thermoforming method should be viewedasa specialized
type of thermoforming. However, the technique has the simplest components
of any of the forming procedures. Since the thermoformingis carried out on
a captured and trappedareaof the sheet, the method is called “trapped sheet
forming.” At the same time, because the three basic sequencesof the thermo-
forming (heating, forming, and trimming) all occur at the same location, this
type of thermoforming can also becalled “heat-form-trim-in-place” thermo-
forming. Thefirst is more correct because trappingofthe sheetis the dominant
factor in the process. To understand the inner workings and motion sequences
within the thermoforming cycle, Figure 40 should be followed. The thermo-
forming cycle in this forming method always begins with the unheated sheet
and caneasily be broken down into fourbasic segments. Thereareeasily iden-
tifiable advantages and shortcomings to the use of this process. The shortcom-
ings will be discussed first because these provide the factors that limit the
opportunities and applications of this method. The two majorlimiting factors
relate to thermoplastic sheet heating and exclusive female mold use.

To implement thermoformingby the trapped sheet method,the thermo-
plastic sheet is heated by a contact heater. Contact heaters provide excellent
heat-level controls but slow down the heating procedure because contact can
only be madewith the underside of the sheet. This sheet heating method limits
the useofthis process to the lighter-gauge sheets. More than a 25-mil material
thickness requires prolonged contact heating, making the heavieror thicker
materials uneconomicalto run.

The second major shortcoming of the process lies in its restriction to the
use of strictly female molds. Typical female mold use curtails the depth-of-
draw ratios to 1:1, and parts with the maximum draws will suffer from substan-
tial material thinning. From a product manufacturing standpoint, trapped sheet

airpress,

    Figure40Trappedsheet,contactheat/pressureforming:(1)sheetclamping;(2)sheetheating;(3)forming;(4)trimmingandstripping.
coldshest
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forming should be limited to products that have shallow part designs and do
nothavecritical specifications for even wall thickness.

There are definite advantages to the use of this process which makeit
ideally suited to high-volume production. The simplicity of the process makes
it so easy to carry out that many products fall well within the limits. The use of
contact heating, with its bulky heating plate, is not only easy to control butis
not subjected to temperature fluctuation. In fact, this type of heating is not
vulnerable to ambient temperature changesor drafts.

Finally, and most important, the type of mold used, with its own wrap-
aroundcutting knives, makesthis style of tooling complete and comparatively
inexpensive. New tooling, tooling changes, and reknifing can be made reason-
ably cost-effective. Most production tooling for this type of thermoformingis
madebyusing a heavy 1'/,- to 2-in.-thick surface-groundstress-relieved base
plate. The mold cavities are sand-casted aluminum bodies with a machined
back surface and the surrounding cutting knives are either wrapped around
steel-rule knife blades or are one-piece forged knives. When a changein the
thermoformed product is to be implemented,an alteration in tooling can also
usually be made, thereby avoiding purchasing a new tool. Of course,this al-
teration of tooling does have limits, and major changes can be accommodated
only by building a new tool. This type of thermoforming process does notplace
stress conditions on the molds, and the only part of the tooling that will wear
outis the cutting knife edge.

The four-process sequence shownin Figure 40 illustrates how this ther-
moforming method works.

1. The unheatedsheetis trapped by the cutting knife edges. In this type
of thermoforming, the knife has a double duty to perform. Through most of
the operation, the knife edge acts like a clamp frame, capturing a predeter-
minedarea of the sheet andfirmly securing it around each mold’s circumfer-
ence. Naturally, the final duty of the knife remains the trimming of the formed
part. In the trapped sheet thermoforming process, each mold cavity is com-
pletely surrounded by its own knife. Consequently, each forming is made from
its own captured sheet area. The upper platen moves downward with the mold
andthe knife forces the unheatedplastic sheetagainstthe heated cuttingplate.
Thecutting plate is mounted on a stationary platen and is madeoutof a hard-
ened surface-ground plate, which has built-in blowholesat 1-in. increments.
The blow plate is mounted on the heat plate, which is usually heated by em-
bedded cartridge heater units and thermostatically controlled. Between the
heat plate and the blow plate, a thin buffer blow plate is placed. This plate
carries the samehole pattern as that of the mold’s outline configuration. The
purpose of the buffer flow plate is to plug those blow-holes that fall outside
the mold’s knife area, leaving only the inside ones active. All three plates are
sandwiched together and connected to a two-way valve system, which is cap-
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able of either delivering air pressure or openingitself to the atmosphere for
venting.

2. As the mold closes on the sheet, its knife edges dig slightly into the
plastic sheet, providing a sealing action and simultaneously holding the sheet
in a trapped position, just as a clamp frame would. A valve opens and sends
air pressure through the mold, squeezing the sheet against the heated cutting
plate. All the trapped air underneaththe sheet is vented out, providing abso-
lute contact betweenthe sheet and plate. The heatofthe plate transfers to the
plastic sheet, making it thermoformable. The heating cycle is regulated by
timers that repeat accurately from cycle to cycle.

3. As the sheetis heated to ideal forming conditions, the valves change
flow direction and air pressureis provided through the blowplate. At the same
time, air pressure on the mold sideis cut off and the valve openstoits venting
mode. The switching of air pressure will force the now-heated plastic sheet to
form against the moldcavity. As the plastic is shaped and formed upagainst
the mold cavity, it not only receives its new shape but will be chilled by the
cavity’s colder temperatures,setting the newly acquired shape into permanent
form.

4. At this stage of the thermoforming cycle, the upperplaten will move
downward with sufficient power to force the knife edges against the cutting
plate andsheartheplastic sheet between them. Cutting against a heated plate
makesthe cutting less difficult. As soon as the cut is made, the upperplaten
will move upward with the mold anda blast ofair will be introduced via the
mold. This will provide the necessary stripping forces to get the formedarticle
out of the mold cavity.

To avoid having the formed part drop back ontothe heatedcutting plate
and to facilitate orderly removal from the molding area, the continuity of the
cutting edge is interrupted by making several notchesin it. The strategically
placed notching on the knife edge will leave uncut tabs between the thermo-
formedpart andits surrounding scrap. Whenthe scrap is advancedoutof the
moldingarea,it will carry the formed part outwith it. At this point, scrap and
part separation can be madewithoutinterference. The formedpart needsonly
a slight lateral movementfor the narrow tabs to break away. Close examination
of light-gauge thermoformedparts often providesa clue that this type of ther-
moforming has been used—fine barblike projections on the trimmed lips made
by the broken tabs.

Whenthis type of trapped sheet thermoforming is produced on a con-
tinuousbasis and the thermoplastic sheet material is fed from roll stock, the
scrap advancementnotonly helps to remove the formed part from the molding
area but expedites movement of new sheet material into the forming area.
Formed part removal andstacking can be implemented manually or in a more
sophisticated mannerusing automatic stacker units. These units are capable
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of sliding or pushing each trimmed part into a magazine rack and even auto-
matically counting the numberofparts in the nested part stacks.

Thetooling for this type of thermoformingis notlimited to single-cavity
format but can be madeinto a multicavity format. The numberof “ups”is
determined by the thermoforming machineplatensize. Smaller machines come
in 10 in.by 12 in. platensizes, while larger equipment mayhaveplatensas large
as 42 in, by 48 in. The numberof thermoformed products that can be formed
out of a specific platen area—with properallowance for minimum spacing and
edge trim requirements—is the guiding criterion for the numberof “ups” for
proper tooling format. In the production of rectangular or square products,it
is not unfeasible to build the tooling with commonknives between them.This
method eliminates the spacing between the individual thermoformedparts,
The elimination of spacing reduces the combined width of the overall sheet,
allowing the use of narrower sheet widths. This, in turn, reducesthe final ma-
terial cost.

Products produced by this thermoforming method are used mostly for
packaging, particularly for food-handling purposes. Most cookie trays and food
service trays are produced in this manner. The combined advantage of cost
savings for cheapertools and lighter-gauge material and the limited depth-of-
draw ratio required makesthis process one of the mostideal thermoforming
methods for these types of products. At the same time, the process is under
constantscrutiny with regard to both quality and economics by manufacturers
using other methodsof thermoforming, who maybe capable of improving both
materialdistribution and cycle times using their methods, thus creating strong
competition. The trapped sheet thermoforming method does run slower cy-
cles, making it vulnerable to competition. A 6- to 15-second cycle run is normal
for this process. In the past, economic pressure has beenso intensivefor this
process that mostof the original machinery suppliers have phased out their
new machinelines. However,there is much machinery still operating in various
plants. In fact, when a trapped sheet thermoforming machineis placed on the
market, it is not only sold rapidly butcarries a high price tag.

B. Plug-Assist Forming

Plug-assist thermoforming is the most widely used technique at present. The
majority of deep-drawn containers are thermoformed by this method. The
assist is used to help stretch and push the heated thermoplastic sheetinto the
female mold. With the use ofan assist, a draw ratio deeper than 1:1 is possible.
If all available technological innovations are implemented, a 1:5 draw ratio
can be realized and even extended to 1:7 ratios. Forming with plug-assist tool-
ing is basically a type of matched tool forming, which should be categorized in
the partially matching contouredtool classification. The plugassist is some-
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whatsimilar in configuration to the female mold, but is much smaller. The
assist may be only seven-eighths or even three-fourthsofthe size of the female
mold. This size difference results in a pluglike appearance ofthe assist in re-
lation to the female cavity—hence the name “plugassist.”

The use of a plug assist in the thermoforming process offers definite
advantagesin addition to providing deeper draws.It can provideclearly visible
material distribution improvements. The material distribution can be made so
precise with the help ofthe assist that hardly any measurabledifference in wall
thickness can be found in the thermoformedcontainer. The key to successful
use ofa plugassistlies in two ofits basic characteristic features:(1) assist shape,
and (2) assist temperature. Both features can be altered and made tofit a
specific thermoformingconditionthat,in turn,will result in an improved prod-
uct, By not understandingthe inner workingsofplug assists, the thermoform-
ing practitioner can actually negate its benefits and make it work against the
process, Theassist shape and temperature both require careful consideration
and some preplanningin orderto benefit the process. For the purposeofbetter
wall thickness distribution, the plug assist’s single duty is to provide suitable
prestretching. Inadequate prestretching results in a nonuniform thickness of
the wails of a thermoformedpart. To examinethe plugassist’s inner workings,
we can break down the completecycle into four individual segments, shown
in Figure 41.

1. The properly preheatedplastic sheet is carried between the two op-
posing mold halves by a clamp frame ora chain sheet transport. The two op-
posing molds are mounted suchthat their alignmentis properly maintainable
andtheir centerlines are matching. Mounting can be made withthe plugassist
facing either downward or upward,as discussed earlier in the section on
matched molding. The mold halves cantravel against each other at a same
time, or one can remainstationary while the other moves; it is best when the
plug assist does the traveling, but the generally preferred method is to have
both move toward the sheet. The thermoformingpractitioner must choose the
particular setup andplaten travel speeds to accommodatetheparticular ther-
moforming process.

The preheated plastic sheet can be clamped andcaptured byeither the
plugassist’s base plate or an independent clamp mechanism,as shown in Fig-
ures 13 and 14. This independent clamp mechanism canbeactivatedprior to
the plug assist’s motion in order to capture a predeterminedareaofthe heated
thermoplastic sheet. Independently operable clamps are very importantin
continuousroll-fed thermoforming operations. The clamps should eliminate
any sheet “pull-in” from stretching by the plug assist upon the already formed
or subsequently heated areas adjacentto the forming. Theplugassist can exert
so muchstretching force on a thermoplastic sheet that the two opposingsur-
faces of the moldsor clamps cannot hold the sheet securely.If suchis the case,
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Figure 41 Plug assist thermoforming: (1) sheet clamping; (2) prestretching; (3) form-
ing; (4) mold opening andstripping.

a machined V-groove pattern must be placed into the two opposing surfaces
in such a waythat the moldside will carry a V-groove while the clampsidewill
be madeinto a bladelike V shape. This will pinch and crimp the sheet material
between the two V-shaped mating surfaces andwill notallow pull-in or sheet
slippage.

2. In this stage of plug-assisted forming, the heated thermoplastic sheet
is stretched and pushedinto the female mold. The plugassist does the actual
stretching;it is easy to recognize that the size of the plugassistis influential in
the amountofprestretching. Larger plugassists will provide more prestretch-
ing of the sheet, and with steeper or milder angles and different-sized radii on
its leading edges,the plugcan producevariable results in the subsequentstretch.
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It is at this point in the forming procedure that the actual size and shape of the
assist becomecritical. The shape andsize of an assist can make the difference
betweensatisfactory and poorresults in the evennessof wall thickness distri-
bution. Poorassist designs can also interfere with the attainmentoffull detail
transfers.

The temperature of the plugassist can also causevariations in the form-
ing. With the normalescape of heat into the equipment, the plugassist will
usually have lower temperatures than thatof the preheatedplastic sheet. Due
to its lower temperature at the moment whencontactis made, the plug assist
will absorb heat from the sheet at the converging area. At the sametime, the
female mold’slips, together with the plug-assist base plate or clampbars, have
the same sheet-cooling effect. When enough heatis taken from the preheated
sheetat either location, the sheet becomesless stretchable. Where no contact
is madewith the sheet by the sidesof the plug assist, the sheet will retain its
heatandwill remain easily stretchable. The use of cold mold lips and a cold
plug assist will force all stretching to be made outof this narrow and limited
area. This will result in a thermoformed productthatwill display the properties
of a much heavier flange and bottom areas and probably, surprisingly thin,
weaksidewalls. Theresults of this thermoformingfailure can often be observed
on thermoformed soft-drink cups or sour cream and cottage cheese tubs that
display an extra-strong and heavy bottom area with extremely thin sidewalls.
Poor material distribution will render products unusable in the most severe
cases. Better uniformity in material thickness will reduce containerfailure rates
and improve the overall strength of the container,

To minimize or completely eliminate the plugassist’s chilling effects, the
plug’s temperature mustbe elevated. For the best results, the ideal tempera-
ture of a plug assist should match that of the softened thermoplastic sheet.
Whena plugassist has the same temperatureas the sheet, the sheet’s stretch-
able state cannotbe affected. In fact, as the plug assist pushesandstretches
the sheet, it will allow material stretching along the area where it makes con-
tact. As the mold andplugassist close together, the sheet material can be
stretched evenly within the capturedarea.

Bringing the plug-assist temperature up to match the preheated sheet
temperatureis one thing; keepingit there is quite another. Theplugassist can
be heated with electric power, using cartridge heaters and incorporating ther-
mostatic controls. With this type of heating system, the temperature, just as
with the heaterunits, will fluctuate quite frantically. This fluctuation will ren-
der unwanted temperaturesfor even stretching of the sheet. To provide better
temperature controlfor the plug assist and to match the temperature of the
sheet, the thermoformingpractitioner has two options. First, a mold tempera-
ture controller can be used. This unit controls the temperature of a reservoir
of fluid thatis circulated and pumpedthrough a plumbing system coupled to
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the plus assist. The reservoir fluid temperatureis easily managed andwill, in
turn, provide good temperature controlto the plug assist. The second way to
provide outstanding elevated temperature control is to make the plug assist
out of aninsulating material. The idea behind this approachis very simple,
Theinsulating material can, by nature, pick up and maintain exposed tempera-
tures. By repeated contact with the heated sheet, the plug-assist’s temperature
will be identical to that of the sheet. The thermoforming practitioner has al-

ready madeaneffort to heat the thermoplastic sheet within a well-controlled
temperature zone. The same temperaturewill be transferred automatically,
withoutdeviation, to the plug assist. To heat the plug-assist insulating materi-
als, several thermoforming cycles are required. Through these cycles, contact
between the heated sheet andthe plugassist will bring the temperature of the

plug assist to the samelevel as that of the sheet. Until the temperature of the
plugassist has reachedthelevels of the sheet, the products will be improperly
formed and probably unusable. The numberofdiscarded products and neces-
sary nonproducingcycles is dependent on the compositionandinsulatingabili-
ties of the material from which the plug assists are made. A densely made

material requires more repeated cycles and contact with the heated sheet be-
fore reaching the samelevel of temperature than doesa less dense material.
In today’s sophisticated thermoforming, we have adopted a materialto use for
that very purpose. Called syntactic foam,it gives the needed temperature con-
trol to the plugassist. Syntactic foam materials are discussed furtherin Section
II. This material gives exactly what is needed at this stage of the forming and
can be madeinto a variety of shapes. A plug assist made entirely from this
material can be formed into almost any shape.If required, syntactic foam can
be addedto a metallic plug-assist body as inserted pieces orfull layers. When
the plug assist is made outof differently composed materials within the same
mold body, varying face temperatures can be achieved, bringing more sophis-
tication to the technique. As we have already learned, programmedheatingis
obtainable in the sheet-heating process; with pieces inserted in the plugassist,

we can manipulate different temperature zones within the same mold.
In most plug-assist thermoforming practices, the useof rigid plug assists

dominates. The rigid materials offer superior dimensionalstability and there-
fore greater accuracy in the forming. The unsuccessful cooling efforts of such
plug assists are also well recognized, and metallic material is often substituted.

The use of flexible, cushiony foams for a plug-assist body is not unac-

ceptable andis occasionally useful when everythingelse fails. In the thermo-
forming process, there is often a need for some type of mechanical pushing
force, a force that could, almostlike magic fingers, squeeze the formableplastic
into every corner of the mold. Use of a block or large piece of flexible foam
material, such as a urethane foam block, may provide the solution. The foam
must be larger than the actual female cavity so thatit is capable of ramming
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the heated plastic sheet into the female mold. Since the foam possesses a cush-
ionlike resiliency,it will conform to the female cavity shape and push the form-
ing plastic into very corner andcrevice of the mold. With the foam material,
the harmful effects of cooling will not be present. As an assist, the foam ma-
terial has to be selected carefully and replaced frequently. Foam materials
underhigh levels of heat and repeated compression tend to break down and
lose their resiliency. Through continuouscycles, the material recovery rate will
slow down and formingefficiency will quickly belost.

Using large blocks of foam (or ideally positioned smaller foam pieces)
as an assist can provide outstandingresults in thermoforming. Such use of a
foam assist should notbe considered an inferior method. The best opportuni-
ties for adopting foam assist use can be found in smaller-volumeruns and those
of larger articles. Use of this material will provide surprisingly favorable re-
sults.

3. In this segment of plug-assisted thermoforming, the actual forming
takes place. Within the female cavity, the plugassist will be fully stretching the
preheated sheet. As the two mold halvesare closed together, a circumferential
seal is created. At this moment, the forming force should be activated. The
formingforce may consist of a vacuum force,air pressure alone, or both form-
ing forces can be activated at the sametime. Using just a vacuum forceresults
in slower formingofthe plastic than that obtained using air pressure. Pressure
forming will not only improve the speed butwill provide more powerto the
forming, resulting in a moreprecisely detailed transfer from the mold to the
plastic. Depending on howstrongtheair pressureis on the plug-assistside,it
will either gently push or blow the softened thermoplastic sheet against the
female mold surfaces. Ofcourse, the air underneath the sheet mustbe ejected.
Theair pocketis forcibly ejected by the incoming sheet, which acts almostlike
a plunger. The trapped air must find a sufficient escape route and provide
room for the incomingpressure-forced sheetthatwill take overits space. The
trapped air can be squeezedto ventto the atmosphere,or for more forceful
evacuation can be sucked out with vacuum forces. Adding suction in the air-
pocket-removal procedures ensures prompt but thorough evacuation, ultimately
giving outstanding definition to the thermoforming results. Both vented and
vacuum air-pocket removalrequire plumbingofsufficientsize and a multitude
of connecting holes in the female mold. Insufficient openings anywherein the
system can cause restrictions in the air-flow that can interfere with and slow
the forming.If lack of definition in the thermoformingdictates increased pres-
sure forces and these do notbring an improvement,the cause mayberestricted
ait escape from the female mold. In the most severe cases, the pressure-in-
duced formingis so intense that the formed sheet can trap and push some of
the air up against the flared sides of the female mold. This unwanted thermo-
forming erroris caused by improperair evacuation. To remedy this situation,
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the forming pressure may be reduced and/orthe air evacuation rate increased
by adding extra holes. This problem was discussed in Section V.B of Chapter2,

As the heatedplastic is formed and forced against the female mold sur-
face, the mold will extract its heat, causing it to cool and firm up. To remove
the heat from the formed part requires some time andis dependent on the
part’s original temperature, type of plastic composition, and material thick-
ness. To obtain best cooling results, not only can the plastic be held in the mold
longer but the forming forces canalso beleft on longer. Leaving the pressure
and vacuum onwill hold the formed plastic part firmly against the mold sur-
face, creating an uninterrupted heat sink. As cooling takes place, the plastic
part will shrink. At this point, a slight pressure force leakage and weakening
will take place. This is a good indication that the forming forces should be
turned off.

4. In the preceding step, the forming forces were no longeractivated,
the plastic part was properly cooled, and shrinkage took place. The mold and
the platens should not be separated. To ensure properstripping, a blast of air
is introduced at both sides. The mold will be opened in the same mannerasin
the mold-closing mode. Ideally, both halves should be opened to allow the
formed part to exit the forming area. The opening of the mold must have
sufficient “daylight” to allow the formed part to be removed freely. For the
most ideal thermoforming conditions, the mold opening should not be made
anylarger than is required by the formed part for ease of removal. If the open-
ing of the mold halvesis allowed to be larger than that required by the ther-
moformedarticle, it will not have harmful effects on the stripping and part
removal but can impair both the actual forming and timing of the cycle. The
extra travel time of the platens in closing and opening will require a longer
travel time and will increase the timing of the overall cycle. The increasedsize
of the mold openingwill expose the carefully preheated sheet to uncontrollable
temperature conditions and result in unwanted cooling by draft. Good thermo-
forming practices demand accurate platen travel controls. The travel should
be altered and adjusted according to the thermoformed product height. For
example, formingofa '/-in.-deep part does not require, and should not make
use of, the maximum daylight opening of the thermoforming machineplatens.
Thermoforming equipmentthat does not offer such options must be modern-
ized and equipped with platen travel restrictors.

C. Form-and-Trim-in-Place Forming

Form-and-trim-in-place thermoforming is a natural extension of the plug-
assist method. Actually, the initial four sequencesof this technique follow
plug-assist forming exactly. To fully understandall the motionsof this type of
thermoforming, the following step-by-step sequence should be studied,in
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conjunction with Figure 42. Thefirst four steps are simply a repetition of the
plug-assist thermoforming (Section II.B).

1. At the beginning of forming, the preheated thermoplastic sheetis
transferred into the forming area by a clamp frameor a chain-rail sheet trans-
port system.In this operation, both sides of the mold (female andplugassist)
are equipped with an independently movable andclosely fitting frame system.
Tooling madein a round configuration must havea ringlike frame surrounding
the mold; square and rectangular molds have frames matching their shape.
These surrounding frames have two functions, which are carried out in the
second andfifth steps.

2. As the mold is ready to close onto the sheet, this special framewill
move into place first and act as an independent clamping mechanism. There
are instances when both sidesof this clamping mechanism will be activated
simultaneously, in an attempt to capture a predeterminedareaofthe sheet.
Forbest results, the female mold side should accompany the clamp frame,to
simplify the operation. The purpose and results are the same in both cases.
Capturing the sheetwill not only ensure a uniform area for forming, butin
cases of multi-up mold use, will prevent material robbing between adjacent
forming areas,

3. Moments after the sheet clamping is accomplished with the tightly
fitting frame mechanism,the plugassist will move in and complete prestretch-
ing of the heated sheet. Since the independently movable frame mechanism
performed its sheet-capturing function priorto this move, stretching will only
occur inside the trapped area.

4. With the mold closure and the maximum prestretching of the sheet
accomplished, the forming forces are activated, The forming can be made by
vacuum,air pressure, or both. The prestretched sheetwill be forced against
the female mold surface andas contact is made, cooling of the formed part
will take place. At the end of the cooling cycle, the shape ofthe part will be
permanently set.

5. At this stage of the thermoformingcycle, the independently moving
frame mechanism will perform its second duty: trimming the thermoformed
part away from the surroundingarea.In this trimming mode,either the two
mold halves or the two opposing clamping-frame mechanismswill move out
of their aligned position, rendering a shearing effect on the continuity of the
capturedplastic flange. Since there are very close tolerances betweenthe out-
side surface of the mold and the frame mechanism,this offsetting movement
will result in a clean-cut edge. To ensure propercutting, this type of tooling is
not only madeto close tolerance, but of high-quality hardened toolsteel. Most
tooling forthis type of trim-in-place process will simply havea closelyfit insert
orring atits shear line. The inserts and rings are either resharpenable orre-
placeable. There are somelimitations to the maximumthicknessfor this type
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(1)preheatedsheetlocating;(2)clamping;(3)prestretching;(4)pressure
Figure42Form-and-trim-in-placeformingwithplugassist: forming;(5)trimming;(6)moldseparationandstripping.
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of trimming. However, the upper thickness limits are well within the restrain-
mentlevels of this process;this is also true ofits material handling limits. Some
tooling may havea slight shearing angle built into its cutting face, which will
lessen the demandforhigher cutting-force requirements and makea cleanercut.

6. After trimming, the thermoforming mold is opened togetherwith its
surrounding cutting-frame mechanism.As the mold bodies are movedapart,
the completely trimmedpart will drop out of the female mold cavity. To aid
part ejection,a blast of air is shot through the female mold in unison with an
air jet shot from the oven side of the mold. Theairjet will help to blow the
formed and trimmedparts out toward the front end of the machine. The ther-
moforming equipmentusually has trimmed part-receiving magazinesthat are
built to funnel the blown parts into a stack. The receiving magazinesize is
dependenton the numberof“ups” in the mold, where each cavity will haveits
own magazinefor receiving and stacking the blown-out product.

This type of process is very popular; however,withits benefitlimitations,
the method can be adapted to only a special segmentof the industry. The
accuracy of trim-in-place trimmingis desirable. Every time a product is both
thermoformed and trimmedin the samelocation,the trim is guaranteed to be
madeprecisely in the same place. For example, round thermoformed parts
made with this process always produce an even and concentric trim. Since there
are no indexing andreregistration errors,this type of trimming never produces
an offset cut. This featureis critical for thermoforming producers who manu-
facture tightly fitting food and beverage containers andlids. The uniformity
of trim results in a trouble-free lid and container mating, the most important
feature of this type of product. However, together with the benefits of utmost
trim accuracy comesthe negative aspect of higherprice, a result of the fact
that more timeis required for the part to pass through the six stages oftrim-
in-place thermoforming.In-line thermoforming,in contrast, requires only four
forming stages to produce a thermoformedproduct. Trimming, which is usu-
ally done in a secondary operation, can be accomplished within the same pe-
riod as the forming, thereby reducing the cycle time. In the form-and-trim-in-
place operation, the extra step (5) does require extra time and increases the
overall cycle time. As this operation createsa significantincreasein cycle time,
and suchincreases add upin a long continuous production run, thermoforming
practitioners should be aware of both the benefits and shortcomings of each
method beforeselecting a process and equipment. Properanalysisof the prod-
uct specification criteria will help in making the proper choice.

D. Pressure Bubble Plug-Assist Forming

The pressure bubble plug-assist thermoforming techniquefollows some of the
samerules and proceduresas thoseof the two preceding thermoforming meth-
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ods that we have discussed. The clue to this special forming technique is re.
vealedby its process name: “pressure bubble.” This method is used for pre.
stretching a trapped area of the sheet. In utilizing this process, the ultimate
goal is to create improved materialdistribution with maximum uniformity of
wall thickness in the finished article. Pressure bubble plug-assist forming js
used equally with light- and heavy-gauge materials as well as small or large
articles. This technique can also be broken down to four separate forming
sequence elements. The four steps are usually produced in a simultaneous
motion and combinedinto a quite rapid cycle. Figure 43 shows the fourse-
quences as a stop-motion study, which allows us to examine each segment
individually.

 
Figure 43 Pressure bubble plug-assist forming: (1) preheated sheet clamping; (2)
prestretching of sheet; (3) mold closing; (4) pressure forming into female mold.
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1. In this thermoforming method, the process begins with a preheated
thermoplastic sheet. An independently actuated clamp mechanismis used to
trap the needed area of the sheet for thermoforming. With a small product,
particularly in multi-up mold configurations, each mold comes with its own
clamping mechanism;with large articles a large circumferential clamp mech-
anism is employed. In either case, the clamp mechanism will compress the
heated sheet against the lip areas of the female mold. The crimp should be
made strong enoughso that there is no material movement and no escape of
pressurized air. As soon as the heated sheetis located in the forming area, the
clamp mechanismis activated for capture of the sheet. Pressurization of the
bubble can now begin.

2. In this step, air pressure is introduced from the female cavity side.
Since the clamp mechanism hascreated a sealto hold the sheetin this entrap-
ment, the pressure will force the softened sheet into a domelike shape. (The
sameresults can be achieved with vacuum force, also coming from theassist
sides, provided that additional sealing is made between the plug assist and the
clamp mechanism.) As the domelike bubble is formed, the result will be pre-
stretching of the thermoplastic sheet. The prestretching can be controlled by
the size of the bubble: Smaller bubbleswill cause less prestretching, larger
bubbleswill provide the moststretching.

3. Asthe predeterminedstretching is completed, the plugassist will move
against the sheet. The bubble will be forced downward against the plug-assist
surface. It is easy to recognize how using this method of prestretching will
producebetterresults than those with plug-assist forming alone (Section II.B).
A comparison should be made between the secondstage of Figure 41 and the
third stage of Figure 43. This comparison will provide the necessary under-
standing of the advantages of bubble prestretching. Some controls should, of
course, be incorporated whenthe prestretched bubbles are produced. An over-
produced bubble can,in turn, overstretch the sheet.In fact, the overstretching
can be madeso extensive that the sheetwill bulge aroundthesidesofthe plug
assist as it plunges into the female mold. This can be caused either by over-
pressurization of the prestretched bubble orby insufficient relief passages for
air to escape and make room for the plug-assist takeover. For both reasons,
excessive air entrapmentwill cause heavy bulging around the circumference
of the plugassist. In the most severe case, this bulging can curtail full mold
closure or may actually cause the bubbleto rupture. In less severe cases, the
bulging will produce only a slight overstretching of the sheet. An overstretch
will mean that the bubble and the resultant bulge have stretched out over a
larger area than that of the entire mold surface. An overly stretched sheet,
with its excessive surface, will develop a wrinkle when formed. To eliminate
this unwanted wrinkle, all the thermoformerhas to dois reduce the size of the
bubble. The reduction in the bubble will reduce the prestretch and the wrinkle
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will disappear. Fine tuningofthe air pressurewill curtail the size of the bubble
that is formed. Adjusting the travel speed of the plugassist or controlling the
outflow of entrapped air will lessen the resulting bulging of the sheet around
the plugassist. Limiting the prestretching to an ideallevel and providing proper
air outflow will make the forming possible.

4, In the last step in this process, air pressure is introduced from the
plug-assist side. The pressure will force the softened plastic sheet to form against
the female mold surface. As it forces the sheet to form, the air pressure wil]
squeeze the air out from underneath the sheet. For more positive air evacu-
ation and better transfer ofdetail, the introduction of vacuum forcesis recom-
mended. Using a vacuum setup may even improve the formingtime.

Following the formingstep, all conditions and results match those of the
thermoforming techniques discussed earlier. As the forming of the sheet is
completed, the mold will cool the plastic, setting its shape into a permanent
form. The thermoformedarticle will shrink and pull away from the moldcavity
walls. At this point, the molds are separated and the formedpart withits sur-
rounding scrap is removed from the molding area. Products made using this
thermoforming method are trimmedin posttrimming operations, which can
be implementedeither in-line or on separate secondary equipment.

As has been pointed out, in this particular practice, the actual shaping
of the sheet is made against the female mold surfaces. Although the actual
prestretching method in this techniqueis capable of providing improvements
overstraight plug-assist forming, someof the typical female mold characteris-
tics will prevail. The persistence of the desired female forming characteristics
should be the main factor to consider in choosing this method of thermoforming.

E. Pressure Bubble Snapback Forming

The pressure bubble snapback thermoforming method proceedsidentically to
pressure bubble plug-assist forming (Section II.D) except for the fourth stage.
The samefirst three stages form the pressure bubblein orderto prestretch the
softenedplastic sheet. This method also has equal,if not greater, sensitivity to
overstretching and the resulting wrinkle.

With this type of thermoforming,the plastic sheetis not formed against
the female mold surfaces; rather,it is “snapped back” to be formed against the
male mold surface. The male mold notonly acts as an assist but actually pro-
vides the shape forthe plastic and even performsthe cooling duties. The female
moldacts only as a pressure chamber. The forming sequence is shownin steps
1 to 3 of Figure 44, whichare identical to those in Figure 43. But, step 4 differs.

4. As the male mold travels and pushes the softened plastic into the
female mold, the air trapped between the plastic sheet and the mold is only
partially vented or may not be vented atall. As the two mold halves close
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air presa,

3 4

Figure 44 Pressure bubble snapback forming:(1) preheated sheet clamping; (2) pre-
stretching of sheet; (3) mold closing; (4) pressure forming over male mold.

together, the pressure that has beenbuilt up will increase andforcetheplastic
against the male mold. As the full mold closure is completed, a vacuum is
introduced from the male moldside thatwill snapall the plastic back against
itself and complete the forming. Coolingwill take effect that will cause shrink-
age in the formedarticle. For each part removal andstripping, the male mold
musthave sufficient taper angles. This shrinkage onto the male mold is a typi-
cal forming result. Since this forming is made with a male mold, most ofits
adapted features will carry the inherited characteristics of the typical male
mold. Although using this type of thermoforming, with its pressure bubble
formation for prestretching, will greatly improve material distribution, this
forming techniquecanstill carry and display characteristic clues of material
shift or thinning typical of male molding.
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The thermoformingpractitioner hasthe optionofusing either of the two PF
bubble forming methods and switching back and forth between the two. With Ha single mold setup, two different-sized products with varying material distrj. : MH |
bution can be produced simply by actuating and applying air pressure and Ly
vacuum forces to different sides of the mold. Armed with this knowledge,the =
thermoformercan choose the principal mold sides and forming modesfor the
product being formed. By makinga switch in the forming mode, a secondary
product ofa different size can be produced without additional tooling cost. 
F. Snapback Vacuum Forming

The snapback vacuum forming method is a very simple thermoforming proc-
ess, well liked and often implemented.Its popularity stems from the fact that
its use greatly improves material distribution and can produce improved wall
thickness conditions. The snapback thermoforming technique may be one of
the oldest and mostreliable forming methods for the forming of medium- to
heavy-gauge andlarger-sized thermoformed products. However, the basic con-
cept can be adapted to any of the thermoforming methods. The simplicity of
this forming conceptis easily seen in Figure 45, whichillustrates its simplest
version, in which only a female mold is required. The steps in this forming
method can be describes as follows:

1, The preheated plastic sheet is clamped against the female moldlips, cecune
creating a trapped air chamberby acting as a coverfor the cavity. whapoack

2. Controlled levels of air pressure are introduced to this sealed cham-
ber, forcing the heated sheet into a dome shape thatwill continue to grow with 3
an increase in air pressure. This stretching is the key to obtaining better wall
thickness distribution in the final product. Thesize of the preblown domewill
determine the amountof prestretching and will provide some control.

3. When the desired domesize is reached, the air pressure is immedi-
ately turned off and vacuum introduced. From the pressurized dome shape,

  
Figure 45 Snapback female vacuum forming: (1) preheated sheet clamping; (2) bub-
ble blowing/sheet prestretching; (3) snapback ofsheet; (4) vacuum forming,

the vacuum will snap the prestretchedplastic sheet back into the female mold positioned above the cold thermoplastic sheet, directly in the forming area.
cavity. This movementfinalizes the forming and subjects the plastic to the This type of heater is built like a drawer, and when proper heatlevels are
cooling phase. reachedin theplastic sheet, the entire unit is slid out of the way. The heater

4. Now the part is ready to be stripped and removed from the mold. unitis built with rollers andrails or a track assembly. For heating the thermo-
Depending on the shape and sidewall taper angles, removal may be accom- plastic sheet, this heating methodwill work as well as any other. The actual
plished by simplylifting the part out or may requirea slightair blast toassist. selection of different types of heating apparatusis not usually up to the ther-
In the most difficult cases, stripping may have to be done with mechanical moforming operator. The makeofthe thermoforming equipmentandits heat-
stripper units to push or pull the formed part out. er unit design will determine the heating method to beused. In this version of

There are manyvariations of snapback vacuum formingthat can be snapback vacuum forming, the actual forming procedure can be broken down
adapted for the purpose of better wall thickness distributions; all follow the to four basic formingsteps.
basic format. One variation is shown in Figure 46. In this drawing, for the 1. The thermoplastic sheetis heated between the opposing mold halves.
purpose of showing a different type of heating method, the heaterunitis (With a different type of heater unit, the sheet would be transferredin a pre-
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will lean on the microswitch arm andtrigger it. With the adjustable height of
the switch, proper controls can be set for the amountof prestretching thatis
desired.

3. At the momentof sheet triggering, the microswitch will signal the
yacuum valves to switch from vacuum to venting mode on the bottom female
side. Simultaneously, the vacuum on the upper moldsidewill be activated. The
rapid changein the direction of the vacuum compels the original bowl-shaped
plastic sheet to snap back and form against the upper mold surface. With the
full surface contact, the forming is completed and the natural cooling mode
will take place.

4. In the final forming step, cooling and shrinkage take place and the
molds are separated. The vacuum must be deactivated in both mold halves to
facilitate easy mold separation and part stripping. A short blast of air can be
introduced to both sides of the mold to aid stripping. However, the use of
stripping air pressure must be used with some moderationto avoid distortion
or even destruction of the formedarticle.

Figure 46 shows a male configuration of the upper mold with a female
indentation in the center, The same thermoforming procedure can also be
accomplishedif this mold half is made in a female mold configuration instead
of the male. Figure 46 also shows a female bottom moldthatin actuality has
no function other thanto act as a vacuum chamberor vacuum box,one having
its upper side covered by the softened sheet. The only contact that has been
made between the sheet and this moldside is at the lip seating around the
circumference and the centrally located microswitch arm.

timite vecuum
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Figure 46 Snapback vacuum forming with a male mold:(1) thermoplastic sheet heat- pe. Trapped-Alr-Assist Forming
ing; (2) prestretching of sheet; (3) snapback vacuum forming; (4) mold separation andstripping The trapped-air-assist thermoforming procedureis a questionable on because

it is highly dependent on a well-functioning seal created between the clamp
mechanism andthe assist base plate. This key factor of this seal is so critical
thatits slightest deterioration will render the entire forming procedure useless.
If and when good airtight conditions can be achieved and maintained, the
process will function satisfactorily. However, maintenance of the sealing sur-
faces is usually a difficult task, particularly for large multi-up molds, creating
tepeated breakdowns and unwanted downtime. Usually, mold configuration
and design conditions do notpermit the precision necessary to build and main-
tain sufficient high-quality moving seal surfacesfor this type of manufacturing.
Since the process is keyedto this singlecritical factor, its use is highly discour-
aged. Of course, there are thermoformers whoclaim successusing this method
and have proof products of sufficiently good quality made using this system.
On the other hand,thereis no telling how many breakdowns they encounter
while maintaining the seals, Figure 47 shows this thermoforming method broken

heated condition into place between the mold halves.) At this stageit is easy
to recognize that the developmentof a sag would not be harmful; in fact, sag
would simply aid the prestretchingeffort.

2. The heater unit has been removedto theside so that the two mold
faces can move toward the sheet. At the momentcontact is made between the

female mold upperlips and the sheet, vacuumis introduced throughthe female
cavity. The sheetwill self-seal at the contact area and the vacuum can then pull
the softened sheet into the cavity. A microswitch is placed on the bottom of
the female cavity. This switch is usually equipped with an extension arm to
makeit ultrasensitive. Additionally, the switch assembly is made to be adjust-
able in height. As the softened sheetis pulled into a bowllike shape, its bottom
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Figure 47 Trapped-air snapback forming: (1) preheated sheet clamping; (2) pre-
stretching with trapped air; (3) snapback vacuum forming; (4) mold opening and strip-
ping.

downinto four stages. The following description explains the inner workings
of this technique.

1. The preheated thermoplasticsheetis transferred in between the op-
posing mold halves. The mold arrangementcan be made to function by having
the female cavity located on either the lower or upper platen. Both arrange-
ments work equally well. In this specific arrangement, the female mold cavity
is placed on the lowerplaten so that the upperplaten,with the male plug-assist
configuration and clamping mechanism,will close ontoit. This movewill cap-
ture the heated and softened thermoplastic sheet positioned betweenplatens.

2. For prestretching of the sheet, the plug assist will move toward the
sheet, and dueto the existenceofthe airtight seal between the clamp mech-
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anism andthe plugassist, this travel will condense and pressurize the trapped
air, As the plug assist moves downward,justlike a plunger,it will push and
bow the softenedplastic sheet aheadofit. With continuedtravel, the air com-
pression exerts more pressure on the sheet. Regulation of the amountof pre-
stretching in the sequence is determined basically by the plungerlike actions
of the plugassist. If more prestretching is required, increased “head space”is
given for the plugassist by starting it from a higherinitial position to increase
the air volume beneath it. Naturally, the vacuum valveis set in the closed mode
in the assist mold side for this trapped-airutilization.

3. The prestretchedsheet can be formed againsteither side of the mold.
If vacuumis introduced through the female mold atthis stage, the plastic will
form against the female mold sides. This forming can be accelerated by air
pressure introduction from the male moldside.

If preferred, vacuum can be introduced from the male mold side, with
pressurized air then squeezing in from the female moldside,asillustrated. By
this arrangement, the forming will be made against the male mold surfaces.
Naturally, the change from one mold side to the other could notpossibly pro-
duce equal-sized productsunless the mold dimensions and configurationsare
matched with a proper mold gap. If there is a substantial size difference be-
tween the female and male molds, the differences will be duplicated on the
formedplastic.

In the last sequence (as shown in the figure), the formedplastic part is
cooled off by the respective mold surface. The customary shrinkage will take
effect and mold separation and stripping can be done. The mold halves are
separated andthe part is removed.   H. Solid-Phase Pressure Forming

Theprocessofsolid-phase pressure forming (SPPF) should notbe categorized
as a separate thermoforming method. However, recentyears ofheavy publicity
have generated enoughinterestto justify devoting the time to coverthis ther-
moformingpractice.

Theclue to this type of thermoformingis containedin its name: “solid-
phase pressure forming.” The thermoforming procedure is made with pressure
forces alone shaping the plastic from a sheet form intoits final configuration.
Thekeyfactor in this process is the heated status of the sheet. In this type of
thermoforming, the thermoplastic sheet is not heated to normal levels where
the sheetis softened to be almost flowing andin a formable state. Theplastic
sheet is heated, but only to levels that keepit in a solid state. Basically, any
underheatedplastic sheet being thermoformedcould be categorized as being
in solid-phase forming. However, the nature of most thermoplastic materials
will not permit stretching orformingin thesolid state. Most common thermoplas-
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tics will tear or rupture in the slightly heated andstill solid state. They wil
accept shaping and forming only when they reach the propersoftening tem.
peratures. Exceptions are found only in a very limited numberofplastics, one
of which is polypropylene.

Polypropylene thermoplastic material has a unique stretchable quality
unmatched by that of any of the other popularly priced plastic materials. In
fact, polypropyleneis distinctly qualified for solid-phase pressure forming. Poly-
propylene can be shaped quite well into a form by thermoformingjust below
its crystalline melting point without tearing or rupture. Since the forming is
madeat a temperature too low to allow materialflow,the results of the ther-
moformingwill be high molecular orientation within each thermoformedpart.
The resulting productswill display a high degree of transparency and strength,
and dueto the natureof the polypropylene material, exceptionally outstanding
chemical and physical toughness. In addition to these useful qualities, polypro-
pylene has good fracture resistance and can withstand repeated flexing and
comparatively low moisture-transmissionrates. All of these advantages, com-
bined with FDA approval, make this type of thermoformed productdesirable
for food packaging.

To be successful in solid-phase pressure forming,it is essential that the
polypropylene sheet be made ofa high-grade resin material and extruded with
close-to-zero internalstress within the sheet. Use of improper extruder screw
designs that are not madespecifically for polypropylene resins may produce
some internalstress in the extruded sheet. As polypropylene sheets have in-
ternalstress conditions locked in, they do not give visual clues to their condi-
tions. However, when exposed to heat, those locked-in stress conditions will
seek release, resulting in a material “wander,” or shift, from one location to
the other. This condition will result in variations of thickness that not only
interfere with stretching and forming butalso affect the outcome ofthe ther-
moforming. Whether the forming process is plagued by this problem constant-
ly or only occasionally,it will be very aggravating to the thermoformer,

1. Twin-Sheet Forming

Twin-sheet formingis one of the many thermoforming techniques to produce
double walled products. This method producessimilar and competitive items
to blow molded and rotational molded products. It even can replace some
products which are fabricated by gluing two separately formedarticle portions
together to create a needed product. Most of the time such products can be
madeby the usual thermoforming process,andafter the twoindividual halves
are produced by the two separately made moldings, then they are united to-
gether by some fabrication or gluing method to create a single item. In most
cases twin-sheet forming could eliminate the two separate thermoforming
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moldings and definitely eliminates the secondary gluing fabrication by making
everything in a single step. In this twin-sheet forming there are two indepen-
dent sheets used to make the molding. The two thermoplastic sheets, whether
in a precut form or a continuous web can be clampedor treaded into the feed
system of a thermoforming machine, right on top of one another. The two
sheets can be heated very muchlike single sheets are heated, preferably in a
“sandwich” type of double sided oven, Heating is accomplished from top to
bottom; therefore both sheets are equally heated from their respective sides.
As the heat penetrates the thermoplastic plastic sheets the sheets will go
through the customary heatreactions, and eventually will reach the ideal form-
ing temperature.Justlike with any of the single sheet heatings, under- or over-
heating often could jeopardize the thermoforming results. Careful attention
should be paid to obtain optimum heating conditions, not only judging each
sheetbyitself, but considering that each sheet may interfere or effect the other
sheet’s heating results. The heating must be madein sucha waythat both sides
of the twin-sheets receive the optimum levels of heat for the ideal forming
conditions. The heater output levels must be regulated to compensate for heat
outputvariations, which is often observed, between the top and bottom heat-
ers. These heating differences are even further complicated when different
colors or different types of plastic sheets are used in the twin-sheet forming.
Naturally both sides of the twin-sheet mustbe at ideal forming temperature
for satisfactory molding results. Special attention should be given to the fact
that the twin-sheets innersides facing each other also should be heated to the
desired temperaturelevels for ideal thermoforming. The thermoformer must
be patientin the heating of the twin-sheets, because, in spite of the fact that
heating is done from both sides the inner surfacesonly receivesits heating by
conduction from the outer surface of the sheet.

The twin-sheetis usually formed by two opposing molds, set up in such
a waythat eachside hasits own respective configurations. The molds are most
likely to have a dominant female configuration; howeverthat is not the case
all the time. In fact the two sides do not have to have a mirror image of each
other either. However, they must have the same outline configurations, be-
causethatoutline is where the unification or sealing of the two halveswill take
place. As the molding is made, the two molds will create enough clamping
force betweenthe twohalvesthat the two parts, which formedto their respec-
tive mold sides, are unified by sealing the two together(justlike heat-sealing),
at the perimeterof their configuration. The retained heatin the formedplastic
should besufficient to make the sealing complete. By this thermoforming
molding technique the twin-sheets are formed against the two molds. Each
side will resemble the respective mold sides, those creating a hollow product.
Naturally, to achieve such a forming, an air passage must be allowed between
the twin-sheets. To allow air movement between the twin-sheets, there must
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be an opening, a small void between the two crimped circumferences of the
parts. Often a syringe-like device is employed for the purpose ofproviding the
entrance for air movement. That syringe can be placed in between the two
sheets or can be made to puncture and penetrate the plastic sheet as it is
formed on the sides of the mold.

In case the forming techniqueis the vacuum forming procedure, the two
molds receiving the vacuum will pull the respective sides of the twin-sheet
against each mold side. In order to accomplish this forming, air must be al-
lowed to enter to displace the space between the sheets.

If pressure forming is attempted the introduction of the pressurizedair
is also made through the small syringe opening. The syringe will act as an air
ejector to pressurize the space in betweenthe twin-sheets,forcingit to conform
to the respective mold sides. Application of vacuum to the molds may not be
necessary, but would not hurt,asit will mostlikely help to minimize any chance
of trapped air pockets.

Both forming techniques highly mimic the blow-molding process, not
only in the resulting product but in the thermoplastic materialstretching. The
only difference is that the blow-molding starts with a molten parison (a round
hollow tube) while the twin-sheet forming uses a two thermoplastic sheetar-
rangement. The twin-sheet forming technique will offer better results over
blow-molding, because the sheet extrusion process provides a more precise
quality control in sheet thickness and a wider option of variables in the ther-
moplastic sheet making.

This twin-sheet forming production method often competes with the above
mentioned blow moldingor rotational molding procedures. Depending on the
product line, it may or may not have a unique advantage over them.Sincethis
process does not necessarily start with the same source of thermoplastic ma-
terial supply, the twin-sheets can be made ofa different color or evendifferent
makeupofplastics. This way twin-sheet thermoforming can produce a product
which has different appearances from oneside to the otherside, or have dif-
ferent physical characteristics as long asit does not interfere with the forming
procedure. This way, for example, a hollow product can be madewithdifferent
colors on opposite sides. It may have a smooth finish on oneside and a textured
finish on the other, can be a clear plastic on one side while the other sideis
madeof opaqueplastic material. In case it is needed the two sides can be made
of different plastics for accommodating a finished product with a wide range
of different criteria or purposes (see Figure 48).

To further enhance the twin-sheet process and allow it to improve cycle
time, the two sheets can be clamped separately or, in the web-fed situation, fed
in two separate paths. By this method the individual sheets can be heated from
both sides. The processor can have two independent clamp frames, top and
bottom heaters, and one heaterin the middle. The top heaterwill heat the top
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Figure 48 (1) Clampingthe twin sheets. (2) Activating the formingforces.Ifvacuum
is applied at the mold,the syringe allowsair to enter betweenthe sheets.If pressurized
air is used for forming, venting or vacuum is opened to the mold. (3) Full forming and
cooling take place. (4) Mold opensanda blastofair through the mold helpsthe strip-
ping.

side of the top sheet, the bottom heater heats the underside of the bottom
sheet. The middle heater unit will heat the top sheet underside and at the same
time the top side of the bottom sheet.

Also, the forming of the twin-sheet can be accomplished by an overlap-
ping method using dual rotary equipment, as will be described later in Section
II1.D of Chapter 4.

Dual-sided heating of twin-sheet also can be accomplished on the web-fed
machines. In this case, there are two separate loops of pin chain tacks right
above each other. Each chain will carry and index forward with its own sheet
supply. There is a triple-decker oven which will heat each sheet on both ofits
sides. As the two sheets approach the molding areathe distance from each other
is diminished to almostnil, so that they run on top ofeach other. This closeness
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permits thermoforming of the twin-sheet, making it possible to form a product
that cannot be produced any other way.

It should be pointed outthat there are many more variations and different
adaptations that can be produced with the twin-sheet forming technique, and
many innovations are currently under investigation which will undoubtedly
becomegeneralpractice in the future.

il. TYPICAL MOLD ARRANGEMENTS

The implementation of various thermoforming techniques begins with mold
installation into the thermoforming equipment. Even before installationof the
mold, some decisions must be madeas to the mold configuration and available
equipment choices. These decisionswill be tied to the production quantities
desired. There are severalcriteria that will guide the thermoformer, the two
most outstanding being productsize and product quantity. The remainingcri-
teria may not be as dominantin the decision-making process and might not be
considered atall if there are sufficient funds available to deal with them. The

factors that limit a thermoformer, such as equipment, type of forming force,
or available know-how,can easily be overcome by expedient purchases.

Product size is a strong influence because it can limit the equipment,
molds, or even the techniques that are adaptable for a specific thermoforming
process. Products of larger dimensions obviously cannot be produced on smaller-
format equipment and mayrequire additional specializedinstallations to sup-
port the process. On the other hand,small-configuration products can be pro-
duced in multiples at the same time.

The quantity of a product to be madeis also a crucialfactorin the deci-
sion as to what approach the thermoformer should take. When only a few
pieces of a specifically configured product are needed, the process certainly
will require different planning and arrangements from a large-scale produc-
tion. The forming technique coupled with the mold arrangement (one-up,
multi-up, or family molds) can make the difference between a satisfactory
thermoforming operation or merely an acceptable one.

A. One-Up Molds

Whena single moldis used in thermoforming,it is often referred to as a “one-
up” mold. When the mold consists of a female mold,it can also be called a
“single-cavity” mold. There are three independent reasonsfor using a one-up
thermoforming format. Thefirst can be found in the thermoformedarticle
size. Many thermoformed products are so large that the equipment can ac-
commodateonly oneat a time. The second purpose of thermoformingin single
units is that only a limited number of products are needed. Finally, experimenta-
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tion and testing are implemented most ideally with a one-up mold configura-
tion. Initial mold building and rework are always easier andless costly in a
single-mold format.It is possible to find other reasons to use one-up molds;
however, their justification should be analyzed carefully before they are ac-
cepted, No thermoformerwill argue the fact that for oversized parts, due to
machine-size limitations, single-unit molding may be the only way to accom-
modate the forming. Even if more than onepart can be formedatonce, multi-
up moldingin a largersize can create interference between the moldsthatwill
hamperthe outcome.

One-up mold thermoformingis preferable when the manufactured prod-
ucts are not being used or sold in high quantities or when the demandfor a
larger volume of products is spread over a certain period of time. In either
case, the product quantity demand doesnotjustify the purchase of multi-up
production moldsthat will be used only in short production bursts and result
in production downtimesbetween uses. On the otherside of the production
scale, markets are continuously being supplied by manufacturers sticking to
one-up mold equipmentlong after the product demand has outgrownthesin-
gle mold’s supply capabilities. This can create possible product shortages and
invite competition from other suppliers.

All experimentaltryouts of new product designs must be madein a one-
up mold format. Useofsingle molds not only keeps the cost down but removes
all interfering reactions. Besidestheinitial mold cost, tooling rework oraltera-
tion can be done without a major expenditure, Even if an entirely new mold is
suggested, the cost is comparatively moderate. Experimental molds can be
producedout of a numberofmaterials that are suitable, inexpensive, and easy
to alter or rework and then to reassemble with simple shop tools. Of course,
one-up production molds must be made of materials that provide good tool
life expectancy and the durability to withstand maximum thermoformingforces.

B. Multi-Up Molds

Whenproduct size and demand are notlimiting factors, thermoforming pro-
ducers caninstall multiples of the same mold in the thermoforming machine,
known as “multi-up” molds. Using the same thermoforming procedure, more
than one unit of the same product can be produced at the same time. Two or
more parts producedin the samecycle will each have its own mold, Multi-up
molds comein formats from two-upto any conceivable matrix. Multi-up molds
are built with a predetermined,fixed format. The mold arrangementcanfollow
several optional patterns, which are usually guided by the platen size of a ma-
chine and the respective sheet panel size. For example, a four-up mold ar-
rangementcan consist of four individual moldsplaced into a single row (1 by
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4) or in two rows of two molds (2 by 2). It is not unusualto find molds made
into formatsas large as 48 up (6 by 8) or evenlarger.

The tooling for multi-up moldsconsists of identical individual molds with
fixed spacing in between. The molds can be made out of any commonblock
of tooling material or may even be individual molds secured to a common
backupplate. This mold arrangement providesa fixed overall dimension to
the final mold, which can,in turn, be tied to the thermoplastic sheet dimen.
sions. The overall panel dimensions are determined by the individual thermo.
formed part dimensions, multiplied by their numberin eachdirection plusthe
spacing between them and their edge allowances. The calculation and estima-
tion of the propersheet dimensionsis mostcritical for successful, cost-effective
thermoforming. The economic implications of panel size for each cycle are
discussed in Section V of Chapter6.

The spaces betweenthe individual molds in a multi-up mold do not need
to be identical or uniform. When two or more moldings are produced in the
samecycleit is easy to recognize that molding interference can originate be-
tween the neighboring molds. The space allowed betweenthe individual molds
may have to be varied accordingto several factors, including mold configura-
tion, depth of draw, and design patterns, Minimizing the spacing demand be-
tweenthe individual moldings can be accomplished through the use of clamp-
ing mechanisms. Such mechanisms were discussed in Section I] of Chapter 2
and areillustrated in Figures 13 and 14. In the heating phase for multi-up
molds, uniform heating of the thermoplastic sheet is of utmost importance.
The thermoplastic sheet thatis introduced into the forming cycle must have
an identical temperature and soft consistency throughoutits entire body. When
sheet temperatures and forming conditionsare notthe same from one molding
to another, the thermoforming will suffer. This criterion is as important in
two-up mold formatsasit is in very large formats. For example,in a large-for-
mat mold (that could have as many as 48 up and a panel dimension of50 in.
by 50 in.), the sheet temperature and forming conditions should be identical
from one cornerarea to the other and from the center to the sides. To achieve

and maintain temperature uniformity over suchalarge areais not an easy task,
and to provide such uniformity from cycle to cycle requiresfirst-rate equip-
ment controls and thermoformingskills. Understanding the criteria limits of
each type of thermoformingcan help in the preplanning and final outcome.

It should be noted that relatively thick thermoplastic sheets will be re-
quired to form a multiple mold pattern producing several parts using closely
placed tooling with a substantial depth-of-draw configuration. From this great-
er thicknessof sheetwill be produced an abruptly decreasing wall thickness in
the finished thermoformed product. Soft-drink cups, for instance, are usually
thermoformedoutof 80- to 100-mil-thick thermoplastic sheet and experience
a tenfold reductionin their wall thickness. Multi-up thermoforming requires
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multi-up trimming proceduresas well. If the trimming operation does not keep
up with the thermoforming speed,it causes a bottleneck in the flow of produc-
tion. Trimming of multi-up-sized thermoforming can be managedall at once
with a matching multi-up trim tool. Such tooling requires sometype ofregis-
tration capability in order to locate the fully formed panelaccurately for trim-
ming. With the use ofany of the cutting instruments discussed previously, the
parts can be trimmed, ejected, and gathered from the trimming apparatus.
This type of trimming can be madeby both post andin-line operations,

In continuousroll-fed thermoforming operations, the trimmingis often
accomplished in row formations in a secondary trim press. Basically, this type
of trimming of a multi-up molding is made by individual rows, one row at a
time. Each row of the thermoformed panel is indexed and registered before
trimming. The numberof rows producedin the forming determines the number
of strokes the trim press must produce to keep up with the thermoforming
machine. Forexample,a mold thatdisplays four rows within its molding format
will be four times faster in its trim-press run.

The size of a multi-up mold is often described as muchby its numerical
array as by the overall numbers of ups. A 48-up mold, for instance, may be
eight columnswide by six rows deep, or the other way around. The numberof
parts in the mold’s width and depth give a proper description of a specific
multi-up mold arrangement.

C. Family Molds

The family mold is an extension and variation of the multi-up mold arrange-
ment. A family mold is composedof individual molds in a multi-up format that
do not share the same configuration. The setup may consist of cavities each
madein an entirely different configuration or may contain groupsofdifferent
mold configurations. Thecriteria for selecting this type of mold are based on
the similarities of the formed parts. Such close dimensional comparability of
the finished products allows them to be combinedinto the same molding. For
best results in thermoforming with a family mold, the mold configurations
should have the same depth-of-draw ratios. Of course, this criterion is not
absolutely necessary,but it can minimize interference between the moldings.
It is also best for the parts to be closely matchedin at least oneof their dimen-
sions. If that is the case, such similarities in size minimize any dimensional
misalignments in the combined mold configuration. However, such dimen-
sionaldifferences are also not absolutely essential for success in family mold
adaptations.

The strongest argument for successful use of a family mold is an equal
product demand onthe individual articles. The actual product demand and
the resulting sales ratios must match the product outputratios of the family
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molds.If, for example, a mold has a production ratio of 2:1 between one prod-
uct item and another, the products should enjoy the same comparative sales
opportunities. A constant deviation between the two ratio factors will provide
either an overage or a shortage ofoneof the thermoformeditems. Ironically,
due to overaggressive merchandising efforts, the item in short supply will be
the one to be broughtupto its properlevel, which results automatically in an
oversupplyof the other product. This oversupply will generally instigate “crea-
tive” marketing ideas, such as price reduction or discounting of the overpro-
duced product, which donotsolve the problem. The only way outof this pre-
dicamentis to replace the family mold with newly built independent molds.

Despite the shortcomings of family molds, many products lend them-
selves to being good candidatesfor a family mold setup. Those products may
enjoy somewhatsimilar sales volumes, to the point where an oversupply ofone
size will not be realized. For example, using family moldings for the production
of various sizesof trays for flower pots has had good success.

The family molding technique canalso be helpful wherealarger area of
product is blanked or trimmed out. The specific area that is cut away can be
classified as normal scrap. However,with the sameeffort and energy consump-
tion anda little creativity, a second, smaller product or group of products can
be thermoformedoutof the blanked area ofthe first. All that is necessary is
to insert smaller molds where the blanking area will occur. The trimming ap-
paratus maybeable to handle the trimming of both products,orit is possible
that the blanked-out panel may require separate trimmingtocut out the smaller
items. If there is no further product demandfor the smaller units (which have
been formed “free” out of the larger product anyway), the blanked sheet por-
tion used for the secondary smaller products canstill be scrapped and re-
claimed. Opportunistic uses of family molds should not be overlooked.It can
often be turned into a profitable supplier of secondary products.

D. Alternating Mold Arrangements

A quite different and innovative mold arrangement came about when high-
speed, high-volume operations were demandedfor the productionof low-cost
food containers. At the same time, for several reasons, the polypropylenether-
moplastic resins came to be very attractive. Polypropylene can offer several
advantagesoverotherresins, as well as favorable costs. However, in the ther-
moforming process, the material demanded someextra cooling-time allow-
ance. Extending the coolingcycle within the customary thermoforming process
lengthenedtheoverall cycle time. Such an increase results in reduced produc-
tivity and tends to destroy a large portion ofthe cost advantage.

To furnish extended cooling cycles for thermoformed articles without
increasing cycle times demanded innovative mold arrangements. Such arrange-
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ments, which originated in Europe, even involved some reengineering of the
thermoforming machines. The thermoforming equipment has been modified
for each method and madespecifically to implement the respective mold ar-
rangements. Someof these specialized thermoforming methods haveproprie-
tary features that are covered byprotective patents.

Thebasic principle of the “alternating” arrangement consists ofa single
set of male moldsthatwill thermoform against a “team” of recurring female
mold cavities. The male side of the mold will perform its normal function of
assisting in prestretch ofthe plastic sheetdirectly into the female cavities. After
the full forming procedure, the molds undergo the customary trim-in-place
steps. However, after trimming is completed, the thermoformedparts are not
ejected. As the male moldhalves are withdrawn from the female cavities, the
thermoformedparts are carried away from the molding area and a newsetof
female moldcavities substituted in their place. The previously thermoformed
parts, being retained in the mold cavities throughout the remainderof the
cycle, receive the desired extra cooling time. With this innovative method of
recurring indexing of female mold cavities, the extra cooling demandis easily
met without any sacrifice of thermoforming speed.

Thereare two basic innovative mold arrangement methodsthat can ac-
complish the sametask: shuttle molds and revolving molds. Eachhasits own
distinct approach. The results produced by both systems are equally satisfac-
tory. The choice of one system over the other must be made according to
criteria other than simply the resultant thermoforming.
1. Shuttle Molds

In the shuttle mold arrangement, the tooling has a doubleset of female mold
cavities opposing a single set of male plug-assist molds. The principle of this
methodis shown in Figure 49. The female mold cavitieswill “shuttle” perpen-
dicularly to the sheet advancementmotions. The thermoformingis always made
in a central location into which an empty and recurringset of moldcavities will
index with each cycle. The shuttle movement is made in a horizontal plane,
and is repeated cycle after cycle. The previously formed and trimmedparts
will remain in the female cavities and will shuttle to the side. The parts will be
retained and cooledas long as the center molding is ready to open. As the
mold is made to open up, the parts madepreviously will be simultaneously
ejected. As soonas the steps are completed, the mold will shuttle back again
and repeatthe entire process. It is easy to see that with the shuttle mold ar-
rangement, each set of moldsreceives twice the usual cooling time of custom-
ary thermoforming and does not require more cooling.
2. Revolving Molds

The thermoformingtechnique using revolving molds follows the sameprinci-
ples and goals as those of the shuttle mold arrangement, but the female mold
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cavities are arrangedin a horizontally rotating system. This procedurestill uses
a single set of male plug-assist moldings opposing a four-sided “team”offe-
male cavities. The mold arrangementandits functions are shownin Figure 50.
This mold arrangementconsists of four horizontally rotating and indexing mold
cavity sets. The mold can contain single- or multicavity rows within the revolv-
ing mold arrangement. Each rotating index is completed with a quarter turn.
The upward-facing female mold cavities are used to implement thermoform-
ing and trimming. The next two indexing locations hold the trimmed parts
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Figure 49 Shuttle mold arrangement:(1) front view, mold onrightside,part ejecting
to the right stack; (2) upper view, mold shuttles perpendicularto sheet; (3) front view,
mold onleft side, part ejecting to the left stack; (4) upper view, mold onleftside.

Figure 50 Rotating mold arrangement:(1) formingstation; (2) cooling andlip cool-
ing; (3) additional cooling; (4) ejecting and stacking. —
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within the cavities for extended cooling.In the last indexing location,the parts
are horizontally ejected from the mold cavity. In the final rotational indexing,
the empty female moldcavities return to the molding area for the thermoform.
ing and trimming cycles. The ejected thermoformedparts are pushed onto a
receiving magazine for nesting and stacking. For the nested stack, an automatic
counter can be incorporated to help in packaging the thermoformed goods,
With this rotating mold arrangement, thermoforming can be managedwith 50
or morecycles per minute. At such high rates of thermoforming,it is of utmost
importance to make the thermoforming procedure absolutely flawless. If er-
rors should occur, they can easily “hide” within the stacks of finished product
and slip unnoticed by all quality control efforts.

E. Rotary Mold Arrangements

In the rotary mold arrangement, a constantly rotating mold arrangementis
utilized. The aim of this type of molding is to create continuous movement,
resulting from the nonstop rotation of the molds. The principal shortcomings
of this type of forming residesin its restriction to one-sided molds.In this type
of rotary mold arrangement,it is not feasible to attempt mold-half mating, so
female forming methods alone are generally used. Of course, with extended
effort, such limitations can be overcome and even plug-assisted thermoform-
ing can be carried out with this type of mold arrangement.

The thermoforming technique using the rotary mold can be approached
in three ways, all of which are aimed basically at providing continuous ther-
moformingandrely on a continuoussheet-fed operation. The simplest version
of the rotary mold arrangementhasa large rotating wheel setup, somewhat
similar to a Ferris wheel. The female mold cavities are placed side by side on
the rotating wheel circumference. As the wheelrotates, it picks up the heated
thermoplastic sheet and continuously wrapsit around the rotating surface. As
the sheet makes contact with the rotating mold surface, vacuum is introduced
to the particular cavity or cavities. The introduction of vacuum forceswill pull
the heatedplastic sheet into the cavity and force it to form into its own shape.
As the rotation continues, succeeding cavities follow the leadof thefirst, one
after the other. The formed parts remainin the cavities until they are stripped
off. Next, the vacuum is turned off and venting takes place in the respective
cavities. This permits stripping and removal of the formedparts, which remain
in the form of a continuous web. The webis then subjected to trimming to
separate the individual parts. In this mold arrangement, quite a numberof
molds can be placed into the large Ferris wheel form to produce theleast
numberofrevolutions. The larger-diameterwheelsalso offer long contact time
with the mold after forming, resulting in better cooling.
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The second version of the rotary mold arrangement follows the same
principles of rotary mold setup. In this thermoforming method, 12 to 18 mold
cavities are secured in a turning wheelpattern. Each cavity has a clamshell-type
lid fixture that closes to capture the hot sheet between the lid and the mold
cavity. This hermetic enclosure of the clamshell lid permits the use of pres-
sure-forming forces. The mechanically closed clamshelllid will be able to hold
up to 15 psi pressure andwill give better forming details. This molding arrange-
ment can produceup to 2'/,in. of depth of draw; however,it is most ideal for
shallow-depth articles such as containerlids. The specialized equipmentutil-
ized with this mold arrangementis discussed further in Chapter4.

The third version of the rotary mold arrangementconsists of a contin-
uously moving mold face formedin the surface of a movingbelt. The design
possibilities of the belt range from a pattern ofindividual cavities placed next
to each other, to one long pattern that concludes with each rotationofthe belt,
or even onethat provides a continuous form. The advantageofusing a belted
mold system lies in the belt’s ability to repeatitself. The mold system must be
able to flex enough to complete the belt’s rotation. Mold materials must have
a rubbery consistency or be segmented in order to follow the belt turns. A
single belt with its applied molding surface can be used together with vacuum
forces. This type of system must haveanefficiently engineered vacuum system
and must manage to introduce andhold the vacuum forces when the thermo-
forming processcalls for them. Thecancellation of vacuum is also important
at the end ofbelt travel to facilitate stripping the formedarticle. It is also
feasible to use two opposing belt forming systems;each belt having a matched
contoured design. Pressures created between the belts will result in a matched
mold forming. The two belts squeeze the heated thermoplastic material to
form andtransmit their surface details on both sides. This method also quali-
fies as a compression molding technique. Naturally, the mold surface details
must have enoughventing holesto relieve any air trapped in the design struc-
ture. This double-beit mold arrangement works equally well with preheated
thermoplastic sheets or with direct extrusion, where the materialflows directly
between the movingbelts,

The mold arrangements discussedsofar are not necessarily the only ones
that can be implementedin thermoforming. There are combinations and vari-
ations that can be developed,and innovationsare constantly being introduced.
As new mold materials are developed, new useswill be found. Since many
inventionslike these have been madein the pastandwill continue to be made,
outstanding patents on mold arrangements canlimit the adaptation of some
of the features. It is the obligation of the thermoformertoselect the process
thatis free of restrictions, Patented mold arrangementsare discussed here only
to provide the most complete mold arrangementlist available, not to promote
the concept or implyits unrestricted use.
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IV. LIMITATIONS IN THERMOFORMING

The thermoforming process has been very successful in producing a great many
useful items. The manufacturing method,with its ideal volume-producingca-
pability, has swept over established product lines, substituting and squeezing
out traditional well-accepted manufacturing techniques. The thermoforming
industry has not only replaced existing products but hascreated entirely new
products. As the technology of thermoforming has developed and advanced,
it has also grown bolder. Equipmentcapabilities, sophisticated toolings, and
forming techniques have madeit possible to manufacture products outof a
single piece of sheet material where previous products required the assembly
of multiple components. The design opportunities are practically unlimited
for this manufacturing method. However,in real situations, thermoforming
has defined parameters and limitations for which the process cannot offer any
solution. It is an advantage to know and understand such limitations before
thermoforming attempts are made. Being well acquainted with such limita-
tions can eliminate any unrealistic expectations in respect to both sales and
manufacturing. Through the years, many hindrances have been overcome and
there is an excellent chance that a few morerestrictions will be dismissed.

However, somelimits to thermoforming will remain constant. In fact, some of
the characteristic limitations ofthe process will forever be inherent in the form-
ing technique. There are shapes and formsthatwill never lend themselvesto
production by the thermoforming process. Such impossible situations should
be relinquished as a thermoforming goal. There are restrictive boundariesin
the thermoforming process which should be learned, respected, and worked
with (and not against). Correct knowledge ofwhat a process is capable ofdoing
will savea lot of time, effort, and money. The thermoforming process cannot,
by its very nature, be thought of as a total substitute for any other forming
process,suchas injection, compression, or blow molding, It cannot make prod-
ucts of identical configurations or dimensionsor create minutely precise mold
duplication. However, in manycases, thermoforming can permit similarly shaped
competing products to be substituted. The thermoforming practitioner has the
opportunity to design aroundthe particularlimiting factors in such a way that
it will not affect the function of the product, yet will render a most cost-effective
manufacturing method. The threebasic limiting factors in thermoformingwill
remain with the process and underany circumstances,will require some effort
to minimize their effects.

A. Detail Loss

In the processof thermoforming,notall conceivable details will be transferred
from the mold to the formedpart. From a meticulously made mold finish, some
loss of detail transfer can be expected. Better transfers will be obtained with
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higherlevels of forming forces, which can be further enhanced with tempera-
ture elevation. However, such improved detail transfers can be accomplished
only up to a certain level, never 100%.In addition, where only one side ofthe
sheet is in contact with the mold, the opposite side will probably show poor
mold details. A thermoformedplastic article may show satisfactory detail
transfers on oneside, yet exhibit somewhat “washed-out”details on the other
side.

A close examinationofthe forming technique will allow recognition and
pinpointing of where and when suchfine detail is transferred from a mold
surface to the formedpart. As the heated and softened thermoplastic sheetis
forced against the mold walls, it will take up the contours. Where direct and
substantial stretching or strong angular changes appear, higherlevels of detail
loss can be expected. In stretching and forming,actual materialshifts will take
effect and work against the obtainmentoffull detail. Figure 51 shows the two
basic types of detail loss where even with the best conditions and the highest
levels of forming forces, some lack of detail transfer can occur.

1, With the traditional male taper angles, the mold surface side of the
formedarticle will be best equipped to obtain details. As the soft forming
thermoplastic is forced against the mold surface, the mold detail will be closely
transferred. The opposite side of the formedplastic article will be somewhat
stretched and thinned over the mold radius. The stretching force will reduce

 
Figure 51 Detail loss in thermoforming.
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the resulting radius on the opposite side from the theoretically obtainable par.
allel curve. As shown in Figure 51, the resulting radius can qualify as a detail
loss. For example, when a textured sheetis used in thermoforming and the
textured pattern side of the sheetis turned away from the mold,the results of
the formingwill be a stretching out of the particular textured patterns. The
stretching will expand the texture design laterally while reducing its depth of
detail. This will give the appearance of a worn and polished surface. In corner
areas whereatleast three surfaces are junctioned together,the resulting stretch
and detail loss can be so severe that the texturing will become almost smooth
and shiny. This detail loss can be avoided or at least minimized by shunning
the use of designs that require small radii. Larger-radius forms usually allow
retentionof the texture details. This particular sensitivity is most importantin
products where suchloss of detail will diminish the product’s attractiveness,
as with suitcases, briefcases, and automobile dashboards.

2. With conventional female angles, the forming materialwill stop short
of full cornerdetail. Even with the most ideal heat conditions and mold tem-

peratures, the forming radiuswill be limited. This limitation is closely tied to
the thermoplastic sheet thickness. Thinner sheet materials tend to form into
the radius or corners better than heavier-gauged materials. Forall practical
purposes,using the sheet material thickness for judging the minimum obtain-
able radius is a satisfactory method. The thickness of the thermoplastic sheet
should be usedas the least formable radius in thermoforming.

Whentrying to obtain a smaller comerradius than the thermoforming
can offer, the matched molding method must be used. This permits the me-
chanical forming forces to becomeeffective and force the plastic to conform
and squeezeinto smallerradii than can be handled by ordinary thermoforming.
Using matching molds, with their compression molding features, is often not
feasible. Most thermoforming is made without the possible adaptation of a
matched mold, and therefore such radius-forming limitations will often exist.
Knowledge of this limitation is most important. It can eliminate overexpecta-
tions in the forming results and eliminate the requisition of tooling with unat-
tainable details.

In the case of textured material forming with conventional female angles,
the pattern details of the inwardly placed textured sheetfinishes (pattern side
away from mold) tend to close up. As the thermoformingis accomplished, the
curvatureof the inside radius will be made smaller than the actual mold radius,
depending on the material thickness. This reduction of curvature, together
with the tightness of the corners, will tend to compress the texture pattern so
that a dulled and wrinkled surface is created. Such compressed textured pat-
terns can be minimized or even eliminated with an increase in cornerradius.

To maintain ease in forming andto lessen detail loss, the adaptationof larger-
radius forms is highly desirable. However, using the larger-radius design pat-
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terns can force possiblesize increases and even diminish product quality. Prod-
ucts thermoformed and madewith sharp,strong design angles (smaller radii)
will offer superior strength. Products that contain a fair amountofrib design
pattern are testimoniesto this fact. Products with sharp rib design patterns are
far strongerthan those withlarge, less pronounced design patterns.Thisis only
valid, however, when comparing the same thermoplastic sheet materials and
thicknesses.

B. Depth-of-Draw-Ratio Limitations

Depth-of-drawlimitations involve the process’s ability to stretch a given area
and thickness material into a three-dimensional product. Certain thermoplas-
tic materials will allow far more stretching than others and, throughthe stretch-
ing, somecan resist ruptures much better than others. Some of the materials
allow for so muchstretching that extreme reduction of gaugeswill be accom-
plished withoutloss ofcontinuity, Products can be thermoformedoutof a 100-
to 120-mil thermoplastic sheet material and formed into products that display
a 10- to 15-mil wall thickness throughoutthe entire body.

Draw ratios of1:1 can easily be achieved with any of the simplest methods
of thermoforming. This 1:1 ratio meansthat the smallest entrance distance of
an open cavity can be drawn into the same measure of depth. The samelimi-
tations pertain to male molds. In cases where multi-up male moldsare consid-
ered, the spacing between the male molds should be treated the same as a
female cavity and the 1:1 ratio limitations must be honored. For example, 2-in.-
high male molds must be placed2in. apart to be producedbythe basic ther-
moforming methods.If they are placed closer together, serious material thin-
ning will occur.In fact, at some point, depending on the material, the material
thinningwill be so extensive that the walls will be formed membranethin and
can even rupture. In any type of thermoforming, with either female or male
molds, the resulting and unwanted thinning is normally compensated by an
increase in sheet gauge. Using a heavier-walled thermoplastic sheet may add
material thickness and strength to the radically thinned out areas but, at the
same time it will increase material thickness proportionally to all the other
areas. So where oneproblemis being solved, anotheris being created in areas
ofexorbitantthickness. Poormaterial distribution makes a thermoformedpart
more susceptible to productfailures. Most thermoformed products are judged
by, andfail at, their weakest areas; no value will be given to the heavier and
stronger portions. Mostfailures occur at the weaker portions of a thermo-
formedarticle, making the entire productuseless in spite of having portions
that display “tank”-like strength.

Increased draw ratios can be achieved through various molding tech-
niques with improved molds and temperature control and planned program-
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ming of both. Depth of draw caneasily be produced in 1:3 or 1:5 ratios and
even 1:7. However,this ultimate draw ratio requires sophisticated process con-
trols and equipment together with specific thermoplastic material. Extending
the limits this far cannot be expected using the simplest thermoforming meth.
ods and alternating materials. In extending the upper boundariesofthis ther-
moforming criterion, many proprietary methods and process controls are im-
plemented; patented techniques, out-of-the-ordinary equipment, and special
materials are used. Where one thermoformingpractitioner may be bound by
lower depth-of-draw limitations, others will be trying to extend the upper bounda-
ries and may succeed further than is generally known today. Although there
will be many advances and much success, therewill be always a challenging
task ahead.

In any event, the depth-of-draw limitation, even with a well-mastered
process, requires constant attention together with proper controls and moni-
toring. Particular products will demand constant tuning and an ongoing extra
effort to maintain production and product quality. At the same time, other
products will not be hamperedatall by this limitation.

C. Reversed Draft and Undercut Limitations

Producing articles by thermoforming often involves well-proportioned open
flair configurations. However, every so often a product design may contain
virtually no taper angles, or angles so small that special considerationspertain.
It is well accepted that with sufficient taper angles, forming and formedpart
removal presents no difficulties. With smaller taper angles, the male mold’s
shape tends to hamperpart removal andstripping muchearlier than with the
female mold. The interference in part removal is caused by the shrinkage,
which grabs onto the male mold.

The female mold is less vulnerable to this natural physical phenomenon.
The formed part shrinkage on the female mold will work for part removal
rather than against it. Formed parts with natural shrinkage and reduction in
size are easily removable, even from an absolutely straight walled mold cavity.
In fact, parts whose designs contain a limited number ofreversed draft angles
or undercuts (dueto size reduction related to shrinkage) can also be stripped
from the mold.Slightly larger undercuts can also be removed and stripped out
of the mold but require mechanical stripping assistance. The attempt atre-
movalis affected greatly by the resiliency and deformation recovery quality of
the particular thermoplastic material. Mechanical strippers are acceptable for
removal of a thermoformed product from a mold, but care should be taken
that the stripping force is not damagingto the article. Some materials display
a rather rubbery flexibility that permits a deep undercut to be pulled out of a
mold. Other materials may rupture and result in permanent damageat the
nonreleasing portions of the thermoformedarticle.
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Prior knowledgeofthe sensitivity ofvarious materials to forced stripping
can eliminate unrealistic expectations,It is advisable first to make an oversized
drawing of the preferred undercutor reversed taper angle. Such a drawing can
easily revealstripping clearances and mold removalrestrictions as well as the
desired shrinkage factors. Different materials with different shrinkage rates
may not allow direct material substitution without causing removal interfer-
ence whereclose tolerances in the undercut are concerned.

Otherlimitationsthat exist with most undercuts and reversed draft angles
are found in the difficulty of producing them with sharp definitions. The very
purposeofproducing undercuts and reversed anglesis to obtain a fully detailed
form. Poorly or incompletely formed undercuts will not provide this function.

Undercuts are used for two reasons.Thefirst is to form a spacing device
directly into the thermoformedarticle. In thinly walled thermoformed prod-
ucts, dense nesting will occur due to the identical configurations of parts and
dimensionalsimilarities between the inner and outer surfaces. To overcome

the tight and dense nesting results, reversed draft angle protrusionsin a ring
or lug formation are thermoformedinto the plastic product. Because these
protrusions are made with reversed draft angles, the nesting articles will be
hung up bythetips of their “undercuts.” The undercutdesignsbasically create
larger nesting dimensions within the parts, which therefore cannotfully slip
into one another. The depth of the undercut design will determine how well
the stacking featurewill work;its location and overall height will regulate how
closely the nested part will be spaced whenstacked.A typical nesting lug fea-
tureis illustrated in Figure 52.

To achievefull details in the formingofan undercutdesign, the reversed
draft cavity must be allowed to evacuate theair trapped within it. To ensure
complete forming,it is highly recommendedthatthose critical areas be tied
together, with open channelsall the way to the main forming force chamber.
In this way, when any combination of forming andstripping forcesis used, the
undercutcavity will be activated. Since undercut designs make formed part
removaldifficult, the reversed angles are kept at a minimum.Theslightest
underformingwill show upfirst in detail loss at the undercuts. As little as 3 to
5% loss in detail can cause the production ofa nonfunctioning stackingfeature.

The second use for undercuts and reversed draft angles is to provide
goodsnapfit betweencontainers andtheir lids. The undercut designsin this
case will give a positive locking feature that is much better thanafrictionfit.
Asalready pointed out, in the thermoformingprocess, an undercutfeature is
the first place where detail will be lost. With even the smallest loss of detail,
good,strong snapfits will deteriorate into a weaker snap andeventually to a
point wherelids will no longer hold onto the container. Lid failure from poor
forming and the resulting detail loss are not uncommon.In fact, this is the
main culprit of most improper lid and container matings.
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SHEET 
Figure 52 Typical undercut.

Improperfitting of thermoformedparts caused by reduced forming qual-
ities and detail loss should not be confused with those caused by incorrect
shrinkage calculations, Although both can cause diminished locking features,
the first condition can be remedied, whereas incorrectly estimated shrinkage
factors will result in permanently built tooling that has the wrong dimensions.

Occasionally, thermoforming processors must be able to make products
containing large reversed draft angles that would not lend themselves to any
type of forceful stripping or part removal. These angles cannot be accommo-
dated by any of the common thermoforming molds. Huge undercuts combined
with heavy-gaugeplastic sheet can be thermoformed,but part removalwill be
impossible. To work around such an annoyingsituation, tooling modifications
have to be implemented.In cases where one or two—but not many—reversed
draft angle undercuts are produced in a given part, it is preferable for the
undercut angles to be positioned in the same direction (front to back,left to
right, etc.). For these difficult forming tasks, “breakaway” undercut inserts can
be placed in the molds. These inserts becomepart of the mold for the forming
and cooling cycle. However, during stripping and removal, those inserts are
pulled away together with the formed part. They will thus not interfere with
stripping and mold separation. The breakaway moldinsert is then replaced in
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the main mold for use in the next cycle. Thermoformingcanalso be carried
out using several identical pieces of breakaway mold inserts for the mainte-
nance of production flow. Good candidatesfor this type of breakaway mold
insert are such parts as shower and bathtub enclosures. The large soap-dish
cavities formedin the sides of the enclosures require an extremely large reverse
draft angle and could not be stripped from the mold in any other way.

Forlarge quantities, or grossly oversized undercut shapes, molds can be
madewith splitting,tilting, or retractable features. Although such molds can
be incorporated into the thermoformingprocess easily enough, their mainte-
nance andairtight characteristics must be made to be repeatable. Accomplish-
ing this will always be an impressive engineeringfeat.

Forthe sake of thermoforming expediency, screw caps have been formed
using a continuousthread in the form of an undercut which is thermoformed
into the caps. The thermoformedcaps are removedwith rotation (unscrewed)
from the mold cavities with a rack-and-pinion device. This proves that there
is almost no limit to uses of the thermoforming process. As unsolved process
limitations are put to thermoformers, they will usually be able to find ways to
overcome them,thanksto the versatility of the process,

D. Layer Reductions in Coextruded Barrier Sheets

The production of thermoformed containers made of coextruded materials
has a uniquelimitation thatit is important to understand. Coextruded sheet
materials provide exceptionalbarrier qualities and considerableability to elim-
inate chemical migration. The main reasons for using coextrudedlayers in a
sheet for making containersis that some of the individuallayers possess these
unique barrier properties. Whenthese layers are combinedinto a multilayered
coextrudedsheet (or even a laminatedsheet), each layer bringsits own barrier
qualities to the combined sheet. In combination, the sheet layers complement
each other and provide an exceptional packaging medium that can substitute
for most known metaland glass packaging materials.

Such coextruded barrier materialis often formed into containers using
the thermoforming process. The thermoforming methodis a natural way to
produce packaging containers. The coextrusion method is the easiest one for
converting the barrierlayers into a combined sheet form; each layerthickness
is easily controllable, For the best economy,eachlayeris extruded at the mini-
mum thickness, where its barrier qualities will remain at satisfactory levels.
Thermoformingpractitioners mustrealize that the original thicknessofa sheet
will be reduced in the process of thermoforming. The prestretching andfinal
forming can occasionally cause heavy reduction in the original gauges. This
reductionofgauge can easily thin out a specific layerso thatits original barrier
qualities will be lost. This limitation must be known and plannedfor.
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In addition to this natural overall thickness reduction, thermoforming
has anotherlimitation with respect to coextruded sheets. The natural gauge
reductionis easy to compensatefor with additional increasesin layer thickness,
However, each layer in the combined sheet composition is produced from
different materials. The variouslayers are used fortheir different barrier quali-
ties; they may not have similar or even close softening temperature points. In
addition, they may also have differing flow characteristics and varying levels
of submissiveness to stretching or tear resistance. When coextruded barrier
sheets are thermoformedinto products for the packagingofany sensitive prepa-
ration, such as food ordrugs, the results of the thermoforming must undergo
thorough testing and scrutiny. The true limitation in the thermoforming of
such containers is found in the inability of the process to guarantee even re-
duction in the forming of the individual layers. Some barrier material layers
mayreach softening and flowingviscosities before other layer componentsdo,
thus creating inconsistent layering. Material may ooze out from between the
firmer layers, causing a loss of barrier quality in those areas. Any container
that has lost barrier tendencies even over only portions of its surface should
be considered useless. It is important to know that thermoforming can cause
such diminishing qualities in a barrier layer and that a greater thickness may
be needed to compensate for the thinning. It is also important to subject the
formed products to propertesting to ensure valid barrier properties, Measur-
ing layer thicknesses in an already formed coextruded sheetor after thermo-
forming of the product is virtually impossible and cannot be depended upon.  
 

A

Thermoforming Machines

1. INTRODUCTION

As stated earlier, the process of thermoforming easily lendsitself to the use of
repeated productioncycles. Each time the same sequences are repeated, the
same productioncycle will be performed and identical products made;all con-
ditions must be reproduced as well. When heat and forming force levels plus
the timing sequences are duplicated identically, the resulting thermoformed
products should beexactreplicas of each other. To provide identical forming
conditions for every cycle of the process, various types of thermoforming ma-
chines are employed. The manypossible variations among thermoforming meth-
ods, product sizes, and volumes of product will demand an equalvariety of
thermoforming machinery. It is obvious that widely disparate products, such
as a larger hot tub versus a smaller container, will be thermoformed best on
thermoforming machinesofdifferent sizes and features.In fact, today’s highly
competitive business environmentrequires the utmost specialization ofequip-
ment, providing specific advantagesfor a particular thermoformingprocess to
reduce costs and promotequality. Modern thermoforming meansthat special-
ized equipmentis usedfora specific purpose. To carry this specialized practice
even further, most thermoformers set parameters ontheir fields of interest
and capabilities. The segregation by a companyoftheir equipment andtheir
selective thermoforming procedureis usually predetermined byvarious mate-
rial thickness ranges. Specific thermoforming machines are best suited to
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tions. A lighter wall-thicknessversion ofthis pipe can be usedfor transferring
wateror otherliquids at low pressure from one place to the other, or even can
be used for air conditioning ducts.

Forming corrugations into the plastic tubing or pipes follows the same
criteria as the thermoforming process. The size and the number of vacuum
holesis just as critical in this process asit is in thermoforming. The oversized
holes will show up on the plastic tubing or pipe surfaces as small buttonlike
formations. The level of vacuum force is equally important; if there is a leak
or not enough vacuum, the corrugations will not form in full detail. In this
process the problem ordifficulty is greater because the moldsare constantly
traveling and the chances are morelikely to develop an unwanted vacuum
leakage through the long path of the mold tunnel.

The task of forming the corrugated pattern into the plastic tubing or pipe
configuration is not limited to vacuum forming. It can be accomplished by
using pressurized air as well. The only criteria in using pressurized airis to
accomplish a good airtight seal. Air pressure introduced at the extrusion
through the middle of the extrusion die must be captured by sealing off the
previously extruded end of the corrugated tubing or pipe. It is much easier
with the smaller sized tubingstyle. As the smaller tubing is made the beginning
of the tubing portion is sealed off promptly andthat will block the escape of
pressurized air. Then the corrugated tubing is simply woundupin a coil ar-
rangement. Whentherollis full a cut is made and the new roll will start with
a “pinch-off” seal to continue the process of winding.

The convenience of using pressurized air is currently not available for
corrugated pipe making; therefore most manufacturers rely on the vacuum
forming method. Unless someoneis capable ofaccomplishing an economically
feasible air pressure seal, pipes will continue to be made bythe existing vacuum
process method.  

 

Molds for Thermoforming

1. THE BASIC CONCEPT OF MOLDS

To produce thermoformedarticles, some type of tooling implementation is
required, regardless ofarticle size or quantity. To carry out most production
tasks, complete tooling is needed. Complete tooling can have a wide range of
components, including special sheet feed and holding units, trim dies, and
related stacking and part-receiving magazines. The two major components of
the tooling are the mold and the trim die. In someinstancesthe tooling consists
of just a mold. However,it is rare that the thermoformed article does not
undergo some type of trimming orfinishing after the forming cycles. Most
sheet-fed thermoforming operations rely on a secondary trimming method,
and such trimming procedures can be producedby anyofthe tools and tech-
niques described earlier. In some instances the two major components, mold-
ing and trimming, are combinedintoasingle piece oftooling that will provide
both operating functions. This particular forming and trimming procedure was
discussed in Section II.C, Chapter 3.

When these main components of the tooling (mold and trim die) are
ordered for a thermoforming job, they are usually engineered and built to-
gether as a complete tooling package by the same tool and die shop. In this
case, the toolmaker takes full responsibility for the entire tooling; this will
include the mechanicalfit of components into the specified equipment and
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their interrelated measurementandfunction.If the two componentsare pur.
chased separately, their compatibility becomes the responsibility of the ther.
moforming practitioner. Tooling obtained either way must function well to.
getherto achieve satisfactory thermoforming results.

The mold caneasily be considered the heart or main componentnot only
of the tooling but of the entire thermoforming process. The mold forms a
heated thermoplastic sheet into a product shape, converting a two-dimen-
sional sheet into three-dimensional formed articles. The moldis the instru-

ment through whichthe formedplastic will attainits shape. In this shaping of
the thermoplastic sheet, the mold must perform well in order to transferits
details asfully as possible and allow theperfectly detailed article to be removed
without damage. The molditself can spell the difference between perfection
or imperfectionin its own detail transfer and thus betweensatisfactory results
or poor-quality products.

A. Tooling-Up from Idea Stage to Finished Mold

Mostproductideas, whateverthe source, often begin as humble sketches or
drawings. From the sketches, refinements and more details will be developed
that will characterize the concept or the shape of the basic thought. Often,
whentheinitial sketches show enough promise, fully developed drawings and
possible blueprint designs are produced to provide different viewing angles of
the product idea. After the drawings are produced,it is easy to convert them
to actual physical shape. Bonafide pattern makers or people whoare familiar
with pattern-making procedurescan easily read the drawings and develop a
three-dimensionalstructure, following the shapes and measurements de-
scribed. Building a pattern usually follows customary pattern-making proce-
dures and materials. The three-dimensional physical shape is often not made
ofa single piece or block of pattern material (block of wood)butis assembled
from segments or components. In the pattern-making procedure, the maker
often dismantlesthe original form into its conceptual componentsor segments,
which can be produced more easily on pattern-making equipment than a one-
piece configuration. The pieces are assembledandfitted with glue or other
fastening methodsto createthe final mold configuration. Pattern-makingskills
are not extremely difficult to learn. However, some woodworking knowledge
is helpful, combined with some understanding of the various configurations
and their development. Some people have exceptionaltalentat visualizing
shapes and configurationseasily; and can,in no timeatall, convert a blueprint
into physical form. Pattern shops with highly trained, skillful pattern makers
can handle any type of pattern-making endeavor. Smaller, in-house pattern
facilities that serve only a single thermoformingplant are limited to the specific
types of patterns for which they are set up. Suchlimited, specialized skills can
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easily be learned andpracticed byinternally trained personnel within the shop
parameters.

Priorto the initial pattern-making procedures, the pattern makerhas to
analyze the job as to which form is easiest to create. He must first decide
whetherit is easier to begin pattern production with a male or a female mold.
The intended final configuration of the mold will help determine whether a
maleor a female mold will be more functional for the thermoforming process.
The choice ofthe best form is usually guided by the forming techniqueandthe
quality of material distribution chosen. To make such a decision, the various
molding methods andtheir descriptions in Chapter 3 should be consulted. In
addition to the final mold shape choice, the prominent surfaceor sidesof the
resulting forming have to be determined. The correctselection is most impor-
tant because it will decide which side of the formed article has to display the
best details and which side will be allowed to carry the expected “detail loss”
(also covered in Section IV.A of Chapter3).

Whenboth determinations have been madeforthe final mold configu-
rations, the next step is to designate the way the pattern should be made for
the particular mold configuration. Although the pattern choice for a mold is
set, it is possible that a reversed-shape pattern will be easier to create. For
example, when the aim is to produce a female mold with straight cylindrical
or taperedcylindrical cavities, instead of trying to carve them accurately out
of a block of pattern-making material such as wood,it is easier simply to turn
the block on a lathe into a cylindrical shape and thensplitit into halves, which
are then mounted ontoa board backing.After gluing and pattern preparation,
a reversed pattern can be made from the original pattern work, to create a
pattern with the initially intended female configuration.

When dimensionalcriteria dictate precise measurement ofthe plastic
article, the article must be made onaccurately sized molds. This is where the
perfect details of the forming results will come into play. To obtain the most
accurate details and dimensionsonatleast oneside ofthe plastic, mold surface
contact becomes most important.It is at these contact points along the surface
thatthe plastic will pick upits details, adopting the intended shape.It is of the
utmost importance thatthis criterion be followed throughout the mold-making
procedure, all the way back to the original pattern. Allowance for material
thickness and correct surface contact must be plannedforthe final version of
the mold.

B. Shrinkage Allowances

Besides correct placementof material thickness in the pattern and tool mak-
ing, one additionalcriterion has to be satisfied. To arrive at the intendedther-
moformed productsize, allowance for the natural phenomenonofshrinkage
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